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Washington, June 6 General
answer to the mediators is
expected la official circles here to
Include an expression of readiness to
send delegates to Niagara Falls to
discuss Internal affairs, as brought on
by the situation at Vera Cruz, hut a
refusal to grant an armistice. ,
This expectation is based on unofficial lnformtion from, sources In close
authoritouch with constitutionalist
ties. Whether such a compromise will
be acceptable to be mediators and the
mediators and the Huerta delegates
remains to be seen, but the constitutionalists apparently believe their
terms Will ultimately be approved, if
the American delegates throw their
influence in favor of it
Carranza's answer Is still unformulated and little expectation is entertained in constitutionalist circles here.
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Mediators Still Working
Niagara Falls, Ont., June 6. For the
first time in four days the American
delegates conferred today with the
board of mediators. The general
peace plan was under discussion, as it
had been decided that as much progress as possible should be made while
word was being awaited from General
Carranza on the subject of constituAfter the
tionalists' representation.
conference Justice Lamar said:
"The discussion today was on the
eame points which we had before us
last Tuesday when the Carranzajln-clden- t
arose. To this the justice'ad-dethat there was substantial agreement on the points discussed today.
Ho said lie had no word from Washington about the attitude of the con-- 4
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Carranza . Prepare Answer
Torreon, Mexico, June. 6. General
Carranza's answer to the test ques
Hon sent him by the South American
'
'jaifeuiaWtf'lMJw.iB being prepared. Car-- 1
lifa'tttffena escort, arrived
here today after a night spent on the
desert 20 miles east of here where
train was delayed by a washed
away bridge.
Heavy rains 'also, are reported as
having delayed traffic from the north.
It General Villi does not arrive from
City by tonight Carranza
will leave written order for Villa and
continue hisi Journey to Saltillo, which
place be is more anxious to reach.
General Villa was reported here as
having left Chihuahua City on a speoial train bound for Torreon to meet
Carranza.
Carranza Gets Demonstration
The constitutionalist commander-l-chira- f
was given a large demonstration
upon hla departure yesterday yffm
Durango. Several thousand tschool
I children lined the tracks over which
; lite
train was to paw, and tood for
several hours in the sun to wave him
a farewell.
When Carranza's train waa stalled
last night it waa discovered that there
were no provisions, as it had been
expected to reach Torreon for dinner.
The Associated Press correspondent
produced an oil stove, and two mem
bers of the general's party some
canned provlsione. Carranza ate his
meal in the dlmtor lighted box car, and
later hie field telegrapher iput him in
touch with his miltaxy chiefs through
out northern Mexico. All generals at
Torreon paid their respects to Car
ranza upon his arri val here
i
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"Mother" Wins Contention
Kamsack, Saskatchewan, June 6.
Seattle, Wash., June 6. "Mother'
A Canadian Northern passenger train
Jones, organizer for the tinited
from Edmonton to Winnipeg met a Mary
Min
Workers of America, left for
o7a curve six miles east of Kamsack Vancouver by steamer test night with
aU uu u.
" nmurance,
late last night. James Arnold, engi- - tion
her from
who
officials,
prevented
neer of the passenger train, was scald
havon
the
day,
previous
embarking
ed and died today. Express Messen
their
been
overruled
superior
by
"
ger Donaldson and John Faija, a mail officers at Ottawa,
clerk on the (passenger train, were
The British Columbian government
buried in the wreckage and were dead
the excluclon of "Mother"
ordered
when found. Several passengers anl
'
had announced her intenwho
Jones,
inwere
other members of the crews
the striking coal
tion
of
addressing
jured, but none seriously.
miners of Vancouver Island, on the
ground that she would be likely to
INCREASED LANDS BUSINESS
R
Tha f aH pral land 'stir up trouble."
Tuna
gtuiin jl v, U ..iA u w.
ofice ia picking up again for last
TAOS SENDS TAX,, MONEY
month in the Santa Fe office there
and Rio
Santa
Fe, June
were 218 entries covering 39,346 acres,
In
although
Arriba
whch
counties,
e fees paid having been 16,091.38.
of New Mex
richest
some
the
respects
e
num-thEspecially gratifying were the
the
82 ico but next to Sandoval county,
T 0f original homestead entries,
remitted to
today
taxpayers,
poorest
covering 11,178.79 acres showing that State Treasurer O. N. Marron their
new settlers are coming in, and the
collections for May, which is the
ioi final homestead entries covering heaviest monthii of the year, the
14,941.11 acres, proving that the
amount fof 'raoei.-countibeing only
tiers stick. ''" There Vfere in: addition
Rio
for
Arriba
$6,391.81.
and
12,738.45
of lndemlnity
18 state 'selections
The total collected for May in T.aoa
acres
8,156.78
8Chool lands covering
county was $8,638.23 of 1913 taxes;
and four 'state selections for., bonds $70.39 of 1912 taxes, $6.08 of 1911
waa
There
covering 4,284.06 acres.
taxes and $21.53 of 1910 and prior
one final coal entry of 160 acres, one taxes. In
Rio Arriba county $11,1141
160
of
commuted homestead entry
1913 taxes, $3,966.03 of 1912 taxes,
of
280
acres,
tracts
og
acres, six isolated
$1,931.12 Of 1911 taxes and $1,168.42
four small holding claims of 328.60
of 1910 and prior taxes were collected.
AARert
of
entries
final
.
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6 W. U Brook,

lxndori;june
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London, June 6. 'Chaplin, Milne,
Greenfelt & Company, limited, a well
known firm of merchants and bankers
in Princess street, suspended today.
The company waa registered to' 1899
to take over the business of Morton,
Chaplin & Company (formerly Morton,
Its authorized
Ross & Company).
capital Is $1,750,000;,
Will Not Affect Oil
Los Angeles, June 0. The suspen
sion in London today ef the banking
house of Chaplin, Milne; Grenfell and
Company will have little or no effect
on the oil deals of British capitalists
i
in California.
J T: Currie representattive of the
WifKHmlth interests which, hare re
cently1 purchased control, ofthe Union
Oil company, a $50,000,000 corpora
tion, made this statement:
"Arthur Grenfell. one time partner
in the BUspeDded.fjrin, and one of the
organiiers ef.tlM British syndicate
which MS been' active in California
for some time had only a comparative
ly small interest dn the pool repre
sented. and Andrew Weir and R. Til
den Smith in the ecent negotiations
which resulted in the transfer' ef Un- Tl '
ion Oil."
!

New York l Surprised
New York, June 6. The suspension
BLd Comof Chaplin, Milne, Grenfell
'
some
surprise in this
pany excited

S HOE T HEY

11
only American entrant among the
competitors In,, the "aerial defby,:
was today awardedjthe. 'gold cmp ana
as cue wiuuei m
a purse or ji.uwu
the first prize. " Louis Noel of France,
although he was first to complete the
nirvta of London, waa dis
Marshall Field Park, Chicago, June
qualified because he missed a turn
post 6. Some excellent records were made
in point and an observation
Brook's time waa one hour 18 min in the big interscholastic track meet
i
here today.
j
utes and 4 seconds.
Records were predicted to fall to
TEDDY GUEST oF HONOR
day, weather permitting, at the four
Paris, June 6. Coronel Theodore teenth annual outdoor meet of the In
Roosevelt was the guest of honor to tercollegiate Conference Athletic as
day at a luncheon given by Gabriel sociation. The eight men who qualiHanataux. former minister of foreign fied yesterday for the quarter mile
affairs, who brought together to meet all proved their ability to nid the dis
Tampico Open Port
the former president of the United tance in less than 50 seconds, and Ira
Washington, June 6. Secretary States a number of distinguished per- N. Davenjort's record of 48 5 is one
of those menaced.
Daniels said today that no orders had sons.
ac-mr-

t;

market, assurances having been re
ceived here a fortnight ago, when Ar
thur Orenfell'U embarrassment became
the firm was to
'I ARE BEIA PBEPAHED 'generally known, that
So
far as ; Known,
no wise involved.
had no
Grenfell
and
Milne
Chaplin,
mar
this
in
or
interests
INTERSCHOLASTIC TRACK commitments
BIQr
acUvt
firm
waa
the
no
time
at
MEET IN CHICAGO IS A
and
ket
GREAT EVENT
in America.

AT11LETES

-- AMERICAN

IN NEW YORK
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FRANK

LOSES

AGAIN

Ben
Atlanta. Ga.. June 6
w win of the Fulton county superior
mirt today sustained the state's de
murrer to the motions to set aside
th vordict by whicn.Leo M. Frank
wa found guilty of the, murder mo-ofa factorv elrl. The
tion was based on the claim that
Frank's constitutional rights were vio
was returned
late when the verdict man's
absence
condemned
the
during
I
court.
from
'

IN

SWEEPING

STORM,
TOWNS,

CAUSES

J

both on the port tack with balloon
jibs as they fjot under way. Thev
headed down the sound on the first
leg of the riangular course over which
they were to sail twice for a total of
TO
29
miles.
Rounding the first mark six miles
from the start, Vanltle led Resolute
by about three minutes.
The second leg was little more than
a drifting match. At 3:30 Vanltle
maintained her lead.
OF THE
BILLS ONLY
The times at the third mark, with
TRADE COMMISSION WILL
J
the race half, over were: VanlUe,
BE ACTED ON"
4:13:41; Resolute, 4:20.:22,.

LEGISLATION IS
BE CUT

I'A

DOWN

SEVERAL

.

LOSS

OF

LIFE AND PROPERTY

ANTI-TRUS-

T

-

Defiance Is Launched
IS REPORTED BY CGriTTffi
New York, June 6. The Defiance,
third candidate for the cup defense
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND NEARLY
honors, was launched today at City THE BODY CREATED BY IT NEEO
ALL ITS HOUSES ARE
NOT SCARE ANYONE, SAYS
Island, In Long Island Sound, after
BLOWN DOWN
MR. NEWLANDS
having had her spars remodeled. The
day will be spent in adjusting her
rigging. The Defiance will give a
FATHER SEES BABE KILLED small time allowance to the Resolute MUST BEGIN
and will take time from the Vanltle.
SANBORN

GREATLY

SUFFERS

'

TBEiEMMStt

INFANT

IS BLOWN

OUT OF

ARMS AND AGAIN3T

,

Car-ranza- 's

,

..

KILLED

SEVEN

120-yar- d

-

THE MEDIATION CONFERENCE EXPECTS HI8 REPRESENTATIVE
AT ANY TIME

;

CITY EDITION

TORNADO

.

IN HIS REPLY

SEND

1

MINE GUARDS

j

LEA6ED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

3

Summaries:
gone forth to Rear Admirals Badger
Hundred an j Twenty-yaror Mayo as to the landing of the wax
Hurdles
Firet heat, Banncke, Purdue; Fish,
cargo of the steamer Antilla for the
Illinois," time : 16.
,.
constitutionalists at Tampicct SecreSecond hett-y)uat
declared
situation
the
Oberlln; Murtary Bryan
ray, Stanford; ; time ,: 15
Tampico was unchanged today.
Third
"You notice," the secretary caution
Illinois;
ed his questions, "that I am careful
Horton, Stanford; time :18.
The
to speak of the present day."
hurdles heats furnishMr". Biwan declined to be question
ed four surprises. Ward, Chicago, and
ed further.
Perry and Hazcn of Kansas all failed
So far as can be learned Tampico UNION MEN MAKE PROTEST TO to Qualify,; Preble of California stum
bled arid fell at the fourth barrier.
still i an open pott
SOLDIERS REGARDING
'"
Hundred Yard Dash
COKEDALE
'"'.Arm for the Rebels
First" heat Knight, Chicago; Cope-land, Ohio Stfl f; tlme.:10
Tampico, Mex., June 5. (by way of
Second ... heai Hopman,
Brownsville, Tex., June r 6.) On the NEVER SURRENDERED WEAPONS
Ilimols;
Dunn, Oberlln; time :10.
arrival here today of the American
.. Third;
, Chicago:
schooner Sunshine from Galveston
with 3.000,000 Mauser and Winchester EMPLOYES OF A BIG COLLIERY Bergman;' NotrsDame, time :10
COMPANY ELUDED UNITED
Four Hundred Forty-yard- s
Dash
cartridges for the constitutionalist
Henderson. Illinois: Sanders. Illi
sent
Admiral
STATES TROOP8
Mayo
Flag
authorities,
nois; Cline, CMoram); Stegemari, Chi- Lieutenant Arthur B. Cook to learn
sil l
i
cago; time" :60
the character of the cargo :'
"
i.
' - Mlle
IMPORTED
WORKING
MEN
i
Run
Onehad
Sunshine
Captain Brown of the
Wilson. Stanfdrd: Harvey. Wiscon
made his vessel fast to the customs
house wharf and she had begun, to STRIKE BREAKERS ARE REPORT- - sin; Campbell, Chicago! Wright, Illinois: time "4: 8
discharge hor cargo. After the. flag
ED TO HAVE GONE INTO
. One Hundred Yard Final
lieutenant made his report to the ad
AGUiLAR
Illinois: (Bafanclk. Chica
auHopman.
no
had
miral the latter decided he
unload-;
Chicago Bergman, Notre
go;
Knight,
the
with
to
interfere
thority
Trinidad. Cola. June 6. Local of Dame. Time, SjlO. K '
lng of the amunltlon, end continued
until the entire consignment was de ficials of the United Mine Workers One Hundred Twenty Yard Hurdles
Final HeaWrMcKeeown,
Illinois;
have made a request to Colonel J.
posited in the customs house.
Lockett,
commanding the federal Norton, Stanford; Murray, Stanford;
troops: here, that firearms said to be Bancker, Purdue. Time, 15
Tampico Blockaded
Points: Illinois, 18: Stanford. 10;
Mexico City, June 6. A presidential in the possesskm of mine guards and
8; Wisconsin, 3; Purdue, i;
and
Chicago,
Coal
of
Carbon
the
decree declaring the pert of Tampico employes
37 Nitre Dame, 1. '
collectColorado,
be
Coke
at
Cokedale
this
to
be
is
blockade
company
under'
published
Hundfedf
Two
ed. The union leaders say that the
Twenty Yard Dash
afternoon in the DIario Official.
Heat
First
Baranck,
Chicago;
Cokedale.
were
never
taken
at
guns
up
At military headquarters it was Shearer, Drake; Time, : 22
Colima Is Cut Off
"
Illinois;
OnBoard United States Ship Cali stated this morning that at the time Second Heat Hopman,
:22
Minnesota.
on
the
in
was
Time,
5
Spink,
the
disarmament
June
(by
Mexico,
going
fornia, Mazatlan,
Third
Heat Knight,
Chicago;
wireless to San Diego, June 6.) It district last month, all guns at CokeWisconsin.
Time, : 22
tendered
were
Knudson,
dale
constitutionalists
and
was reported that
gathered up
.
Stanford: Van
Shot
had succeeded in cutting railroad and the army officers by tho officials of
;'
Notre
Wisconsin
Ghent,1"
Eichenlaiih,
federal1
of
telegraphic communication between the company, but that the
- 44
Distancev
Kansas.
of
Dame;;
Iteber,
not
buntaken
ficers
had
Mexico
Seven
possession
and
Colima
City.
"
'
V.'-'-- '
inches.
feet
.
dred cavalry have arrived in Lower them.
.
California from Guaymaa.
Complaint that a number of import
ed men had gone to work in the
Agiillar district was. made to the fedARE
TRAINMEN
eral authorities by the union leaders.
THREE
An investigation by the army officers
disclosed that
stationed at
KILLED IN A WRECK the men had Agualarthere, some time
WALL
GO
gone
before the federal troops occupied the
district and hence, in pgrsuance- of
PASSEN
NORTHERN
CANADIAN
the federal policy, would not be pre- WERE NOT HEAVILY INTERESTED
GER TRAIN COLLIDES WITH
'
?
vented from working. (V,
IN AMERICANS; NO FLURRY
A HEAVY FREIGHT

ARMISTICE

WILL

THERE U little douM
but that the Vanitle'
name is against her.
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CARRANZA

HI3T0RICAL80CITEY

A

HIS
'

HOUSE
Sioux City, la., June 6. The tornado which swept across northwestern Iowa last night killed seven and
injured ' a dozen, some seriously, ac
cording to reports received In Sioux
City today.
The known dead are:
P. VV. YETUMA, Sanborn.
PATRICK DOUGHERTY,
Sanborn.
McNUTT, child, Archer. ,
BISLAND, child, Archer.
WILLIAM McDANIELS, Marcus.
HOWARD BILLS, Sanborn.
The seriously Injured: M. Gl Finch,
J. B. Long and Mrs. G. W. Bonner of
Sanborn; Edward Dykstrahuis, three
years old, near Hospers, probably fatally; D. Dykstrahuis, hea Jloepers;
Harry Hoogthorp, near Hospers.
The tornado reached Sanborn about
5:30 o'clock last evening, leaving ruin
and death in its way. Near Archer
the storm took the child of John Bis-tand from Its father's arms and dash
ed It to death against the side of the
farm house.
Near Hospers the storm struck the
lann.hq.useof r.Jamea Alleu, and five
members of tho family were injurei
and the buildings wrecked.
Two Dead In Sanborn
are
Sanborn. Iowa. June 6.
dead, one missing ana two injured in
a cyclone which struck this village
last night. Property damage is estimated at 1150.000. nractically all of
the east end of this town having been
levelled by the wind.
The dead:
,
MRS. B. L. FINK.
P. W. YETUMA.

Missing:
PATRICK DOHERTY,

Seriously injured:
J. B. LONG.

i
;

,

.

June

Fort Wayne, June 6. Sullen and re
sentful over their arrest and deten
tion over night in the Fort Wayne
police station, 51 men, who constitute
the bedraggled remnant of Colonel
Kelley's California army of the un
employed, were marched under police
escort across the east city limits
and warned to keep going.
to-da-

WELCOME FOR JAPS
San Francisco, June 6. Vice Ad
mlral T. Kurol arrived today from
Los Angeles with the first class Jap
anese cruisers Asama and Ahuma
and waa extended formal welcome to
the city by representatives of the
local and federal governments, the
Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition and various
civic organizations. The cruisers will
depart June 14 for PUget Sound.

SEVERE

mm ON

THE

WE8T COAST OF MEXICO
SERIOUS DAMAGE TO SHIPPING
IS FEARED, ACCORDING
On Board United States Ship Cali
fornia, Mazatlan, Mexicoi June 5 (by
wireless to San Diego, June 6.) The
heavy storm that has been sweeping
the western coast of the United States
struck tho Mexican coast today. From
Acapulco to Cape Corinto the wind
is blowing at hurricane velocity and
fear Is felt for shipping.
The British steamer Cetrinani", re
turning from San Francisco, . where
from various
she landed refugee
Mexican ' ports; narrowly- - escaped
founderlng4n the storm and arrived
today at Mansanillo with a bad list
'
as
cargo.
:

tor

as-

DORCHESTER CELEBRATES
Boston, June 6. Citizens of Dor
chester today commenced a celebration of the 284th anniversary of the
landing of 140 passengers of the little
craft Mary and John and the founding
of the town. Tomorrow the various
churches will hold special services in
commemoration of the event. Dor
chester, now included in the munici
pality of Boston, Is the third oldest
settlement in, New England. It claims
to have been the first place in the
United States to use the town meet
ing and the first to establish a free

sistance atxSaHborn, stricken try last
night's storm, were received Werelowas
sent
"'' '
A:
'west
train
wrecking
day.
school."
to assist In repairing the damage, and
all available wire repairmen in town
MEETS
were taken along.
Waco, Texas, June 6. Opening with
a big welcome demonstration tonight,
the eighteenth annual world-wid- e
VAN11IE OUTDISTANCES convention of the
an organization of Bible students and
THE RES OLUTE- - TODAY otiher- - reHgliousi workers, , will hoWl
forth in this city during the ensuing
of. : delegates
'five days. Hundreds
RACE FOR (HONOR OF DEFENDING have "arrived In Waco to. participate
in the proceedings. The seasiona of
; AMERICA'S CUP GROWS
EXCITING
the convention WUf be devoted to-- a
discussion of Bibla class methods,
Associated Pw Boat, Yacht Race with addresses by many well known
The recreation
Course, June 6. (by Wireless) The dlvlnea and others.
Vanltle was leading the Resolute by a features of the program will include
short margin on the last leg of today's a irarftd of the delegates and the
race between the two sloops for the local Bible classes; and a mammoth
honor of defending the America's cup open air banquet
Larchmont Day for the cup class
THAW'S DRIVER KILLED
yachts Vantltle and Resolute brought
.
North Stratford, N. H., June
fine weather for the fourth race be
who
commitfiYnnlr
chauffeur
the
rSmfln.
The
tween the two sloops.
tee picked a triangular course, a trifle drove Harry K. Thaw In a wild flight
from Norton's Mills. Vt, across the
under 30 miles.
and
Vanitle
to Colebrook, N. H., after the
line
The cup candidates,
started their fourth race Matteawan fugitive had been deported
killed
shortly after 1 o'clock this afternoon. from Canada, was instantly
s
operating
Reeolute crossed the line at 1:17:28, when an automobile us
and Vanltle at 1:17:41.
They were
toJay.
'

BARACA-PH1LANTHE- A

Baraca-Philathea-

--

RpRi-ilnt-

FOR THIS REASON CONGRESSMEN
WILL BE ALLOWED EARLY
'

ADJOURNMENT

Washington, June 6. The senate
interstate commerce committee today
voted to report cn only the trad
commission measure of the
bills. The action was construed bs
many as an indication of limitation
of the administration's program at
the present session of congress.
There was no record vote. In 4
general discussion some senators opposed the motion and others declare
themselves opposed even to the bill a$
the Ipresent time. Chairman
said the committee later might
take up supplemental legislation, an
issued this statement:
"The committee determined todajj
today to segregate the trade eomniia-sio- n
from thei supplemental legislation
and authorize me to present act
amendment in the nature of a substW
tute for my original bill for a trada
-

anti-tru-

st

New-lan-

ds

commission. The committee conclu
to name the trade commission 't!
federal trade, commission',' instead if.
'the interstate itrade commission," ;if.
order to clearly distinguish it fro-thn Interstate commerce coramissfci.
T'Tae fear expressed that this bM
will inaugurate a wholesale inquisi
tion of the 350,000 corporations of th
country is groundless. This power ia
substantially the same as is now pos-m

and certainly the powers of that bureau have not been exercised in sucH
a way as to ahnoy the honest business
of the country.
"The committee will continue it
consideration of supplemental legisla
tion regarding interlocking director-ates- ;
holding companies, railway e- curitle, eta and Its action may vm
on the line of amendments to ther
trade, commission bill or of
esparato-legisJation-

,

Two elevators, the city water tower,
the electric light plant and a lumber
yard were swept away (by the storm,
whichs'truek here about 6 o'clock.
The fact that there were fatalities did
the
not? develop until today when
booles of Mrs. Fink and Yetunia, a lad
of 16 years, were found at their ruined
homes.
Calls for Assistance

OUT

DRIVEN

"

MRS. G. W. BONNER.

Mason, lows,:.

"ARMY"

mi

.'

V

Some administration senators sJ
the committee's action did not ore
shadow a curtailment of tha Vrv&i
.
..
,
rr.. .
mwmt .
program at mis session,
It
that
view
mar,
to
the
dined
pois
ed out that the committees acutab
came after ofjwej(jPrrSQm
the members' witaistb.e preaidtent, andl
emphasized the pressure for an a- jurnment before the fall campaign
STARVED WITH S8.00O
Sherman,. Texas, June 6. H. C
Wise, dead in Denver with ?8,000 ia
certificates of deposit hwden in ona
of his artificial legs, was a resident.
of Sherman. He came here in 190
from Kansas City, where a brother
and sister reside. While mp!yed
brakeman he fell from a train at
Gibson, Okla., and lost both legs. H
edured. il8.000 in damages from fh
railroad "Company, part ofj(l ih k
v'lchlt
"invested" in oil property tt
Falls. He went tfltDenver last Marcbv.
Wise'a death to reportedJiere to havt
been due to stomach trouble, and th
effects of viluatary starvation, under--.
gone in an effort to effect a cure.
& RRITRATflRQ.
AT WORK
Washington, June b. The board of
(conciliation appointed ,dy Secretary
Wilson of the department or laDor t
try to adjust the differences between
striking miners in the Kenawah coal
field of West Virginia was prepsrirsff
today to leave for West Virginia. Tti
conciliators are Charles W. 1M:
Patrick CHJay of Pennej'wn u
resentatives of the miners, and C. A
Faubner, a representative of the department of labor. Tby expt ta '
on the ground to take m t; r "
next week. Ten tiioupar !
- '
r
.said to be affected by
1

--

1
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THE SALE OF ALL SALES

&.&tts&nusa&l&

Son

THE SALE OF ALL SALES

.&Q$enum&6 Son

Probably cloudy and showera tonight and Sunday.

OUR

EMI-ANNUA-

L

L?TP
MONDAY JUNE 8 TO TUESDAY JUNE 30

ONE THIRD OFF ON EVERYTHING
i

This sale needs very little explanation. You make your
purchase at our regular prices, Deduct ONE THIRD from
the total, and pay the balance You save a dollar on every
two dollars you spend. And when you consider the fact that
this store is really twelve big specialty stores under one roof
that back of the store is 52 years of honest dealing and true
value giving, this sale is the more significant.
Everything You Need at a Time
When You Need it the Most

Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Goods, Domestics of all kinds,
Hosiery, Knit and Muslin Underwear, Ribbons, Notions, Laces,
Embroideries, Veilings, Linens, Sheetiners. Lace Curtains
Draperies, Infants Goods, Parasols Umbrellas, Stamped Goods, Men's and Boy's Clothing, Men's Furnishings
.
lrunKS, ouro uases, julc.
Millinery Half Price

ions

Examples

Take your choice of any hat either women's or children's at exactly
half price.

These hats are the products of several leading milliners,

Gage Brothers of Chicago.

lnclud-In-

You deduct

g

You save Just one half

Arfamo Package Goods, Corsets, Shoes, Groceries, Kayser's

115.00

Hats

$10.00

Hats

$ 7.50

Hats

$3.75

$ 5.00

Hats

$2.50

$ 2.50

Hata ,

$1.25

$ 1.00

Hata ...

....$7.50
$5.00

,

$5.00 worth of

onethlrd from the total of your bill, and pay the balance.

merchandise...

Silk Gloves, Cadet, Phoenix and Interwoven Rose, Dime Socks,

$10.00 worth of merchandise

Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silks, Arrow Collars, Dress Forms, Butterick

$15.00 worth of merchandise

.$25.00 worth of merchandise

Patterns and Publications and Threads ofall kinds.

'

.

$10.00

'

$16 67

$35.00 worth of merchandise

Positively No Other Exceptions

50c

$3 33

$50.00 worth of merchandise.
$75.00 worth of merchandise

$23.38
--

$33.33
$50 00

Sale For Gash Only " Nothing: Exchanged - Nothing Sent on
Approval
No Limits on Anything - No Telephone Orders

Js

First

Come Early

Ch oos ing Will B e
Las VbajfLGadingSforo

EVERYTHING

EVERYTHING

J9

6 5m

ONE THIRD OFF
Established

1862

'

Souii SidoPkuja

the Best
ONE THIRD OFF

;

w
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PULPIT
AND"

Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Habeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass 6:30 a. m.; second mass
4t 10 a. m. Sunday scnool in English
and Spanish at I p m. In Spanish at
:30 p. m. Rosary cn: benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
.

i
Sunday school lor English speaking and Spanish speaking children
very Sunday at 1:30 p. n.

YOU CANT EAT
APPETITE POOR

COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS

PRO-

(Continued from Yesterday)
Special Session, Tuesday, April 21st,

Multitudes of people lose their
appetite. Simply don't care for anything- to eat The dinner bell has no
interest to them. They loathe their
breakfast They may nibble a little
of this and a little of that, but they
do not care for it
Lunch has lost all of its charms,
although they try to eat something.
Dinner about the same.
There is something positively
wrong, of course, but no disease that
can be named. Just out of sorts.
That is alL
It la in this kind of a condition
that Peruna acts very beneficially.
After using Peruna, interest in food
Is revived.
Beginning with a
of Peruna before each meal
will generally quickly improve the
appetite and help the digestion.
Thousands of people can tostlfy to
this. Liberated from a slavery that is
almost unbearable. The slavery of
having no interest in life. All used
up. Yet one does not know exactly
why. Take Peruna before each meal.
Skies will get blue again. .. Fields will
look green once more and life will
be pleasant. Tou will feel that you
are good for something and the world
is a good place to live in. Peruna
will do it. Not as an artificial stlm-uluSimply a tonic that stimulates
appetite in a natural way.
Those who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

A. D. 1914.

The board met in special session
pursuant to the call of the chairman.
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
John H. York, county commissioner;
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board.
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, county commissioner.
Refund Liquor Licenses:
At a special election held within the
designated district within Precinct No.
New
9, Pecos, San Miguet county,
Mexico, such district was declared a
prohibition district, and, therefore, under the law all persons to whom county liquor licenses have been issued,
and which were in force upon the date
and
of said election are suspended
refunds must be mane for the unused
part of said licenses, nd the follow
ing claims having been presented,
thereunder, upon motion,
It is ordered that Juan Varela be
refunded the sum of $27.53; Martin
Manuel D. Pino,
Varela, $13.35;
refunds
as
$24.53,
upon their liquor li
censes respectively for the periods
still remaining from the date of said
prohibition election to the expiration
of said licenses, and the clerk is di
rected to issue his warrants, payable
to the county treasurer for the above
said amounts, from the general school
fund of said county.
Bills Approved:
The following claims and accounts
against the county of San Miguel, hav
ing been examined and approved for
payment, the clerk is directed to is
sue his several warrants upon the
county treasurer in settlement there

Las Vegas and school district No. 2,
for April. 1914, $809.97.
Receipt No. 113 to county treasurer
from Martin Delgado, treasurer, town
of Las Vegas, and school districts
N08. 1 and 4, for April, 1914, $66.31.
Report of Pablo ulibarri. J. P. Dre- clnct No. S, for April, 1914, fines collected, $12.
Cancelled liquor licence No. 59. Man
tin Varela, Pecos, N. M., $100.
Receipt No. 117 from county treas
urer, to Lorenzo Delgado, clerk, type
writer sold, $15.
Receipt No. 22136, La Voz del Pue
blo, for subscription, 1913, $5.
Receipt No. 603, from state treasur
er to county treasurer, for April, 1914,

Round Trip Fares to Eastern Points
Tickets on Sale Daily June 1st. to EHS
September 30, 1914
...

Final Return Limit

if

60 days.
$77.80

Asbury Park, N. J., Standard Lines
Differential . i
Atlantic City, N. J, Standard Lines
Differential
Boston, Mais., Standard Lines
;
Differential
Via Montreal, Quebec
Buffalo, N. Y., Standard Lines
Differential

$S58.19.

School District Surveyed:
George E. Morrison, Esq.,

Oct

31, 1914

$86.30

$74.80

$82.10

$77.30

$84.30

$76.90

$82.80
$85.80
$85.80

$77.30
$73.80

county
surveyor, submitted to the board maps
$80.30
$85.80
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR.
showing the surveyed boundaries of
$62.40
$69.25
BOWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,
the following school districts within
Pastor.
$62.40
$67.30
San Miguel county, New Mexico, and
1
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday
111.,
.
Chicago,
,
$47.80
same
examination
the
thereof
upon
excepted.
New York, N. Y, Standard Lines
were approved and ordered filed in
$77.30
Second mass 8 am. Sermon in
the
office
Differential
the
of
clerk,
$74.30
English. This is Children's mass but
District No. 97, area 25.8 sq. miles.
Standard
Lines
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
$67.00
the
is
welcome, especially
everybody
District No. 21, area 8.8 sq. mils.
1
Differential
$65.45
English speaking people. Hymns renDistrict No. 49, area 12.6 sq. miles,
dered by the children under the direcSide ride from La Junta to Denver and return
$5.50
Hot Springs.
tion of the Sisters of Loretto.
Side ride from La Junta to Colorado Springs and return
$3.25
3, area 26.3 sq. miles,
No.
District
Third mass at 10 a. m. Sermon in
Side ride from La Junta to Pueblo and return Los Vijiles.
$1.95
Spanish.
No. 10, area 115 sq. miles,
District
4
From 3 to Sunday school.
R. R. 10 M. 2893.3 feet.
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene
COLORADO POINTS
Recessional, "Blessed City Heaven
District No. 25, area 15,1 sq. miles,
diction of the blessed sacrament
ly Salem," Tantum Ergo.
Denver
return.
and
-- 116.60
San Antonio.
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Order of service at 7: 30 'p. m.
Colorado Springs and return
$13.70
No.:24, area 21.3 sq. miles
District
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by Hymn 409, "The Roseate Hues of
Pueblo and return
$11.90
Bernal.
the reverend pastor.
Early Dawn," (J. Barnby.)
District No. 37, area 107, sq. miles
Gloria, Chant 13. (J. Robinson.)
Mishawaka.
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE 80CIETY
Magnificat, Chant 08, (J. Naves.)
District No. 51, area 8.7 sq. miles,
morn
services
Sunday
every
Nunc
Chant
109,
Dimitis,
Regular
(J. Lurle.)
Pajarito.
Hymn 139, "Father of all Whose
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
U. L,.
District No. 13, area 6.3 sq. miles,
evening at S o'clock in O. R. C. halL Love Profound," (J. B. Dykes.)
Jose.
San
Sermon.
District No. 65, area 14.4 sq. miles
of,
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
1L
Presentation, Chant 189, (Anon.)
refund
Juan
10573,
Warrant
wor-hl- p
Varela,
Ribera,
Recessional 32, "Saviour Again to
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning
9.5
eq. miles,
District No. 40, area
liquor license, Pro. district No. 9, gen
with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep-- Thy Dear Name," (E. J. Hopkins.)
sheriff, board J. Montoya, 3 days, minRowe.
This church is open daily for pri eral school fund, $27.35.
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. 1,
My Mamma Says
District No. 76, area 37.5 sq. miles or, general county fund, $2.25.
Warrant 10574, Manuel D. Pino, re
C. Anderson, pastor.
vate prayer and meditation.
inWarrant 10593, Pablo Jaramlilo,
fund, liquor license Pro. district No, San Juan.
worth League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
to commissioners, $2..
terpreter
and
San
$24.53.
Miguel
school
Line,
fund,
9,
county
general
Survey
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock,
11
Warrant
10594, Juan T. Tafoya, fees
re:
Mora
Warrant 10575, Martin Varela,
A cordial Invitation is extended to Rev. Ji, Milton Harris, pastor.
as
county fund,
general
constable,
county
E.
license
Pro.
Morrison,
Esq.,
fund
gen
district,
George
liquor
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
all who have no other place of wor
$15.25.
eral School fund, $13.35.
engineer, having made a survey of the
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
ship to attend divine services at this
Warrant 10595, Martin Delgado, gro- and
San
board
line
motion
Miguel
the
dividing
adjourned boundary
Upon
church.
Young People's Meeting, 7 p. m.
R. Arnelas, indigent, general
creies,
subject to the call of the chairman Mora counties, state of New Mexico,
Evening service, 8 p. m.
$5.
fund,
county
made
by
to
orders, therefor,
pursuant
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even thereof.
1059& Jioman
Warrant
Gallegos,
of
commissioners
of
FIDEL
ORTIZ,
boards
county
the
Kev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National lngK 8 p. m.
and
assistant,
Jailer
I
'
sheriff,
salary
and
having
Chairman.
j
said counties respectively
The first Baptist church particular Attest:
avenue. East Las Vegas.
. j!j
sur- April, 1914, general county fund, $90.
v
of
such
a
submitted
Clerk.
map
LORENZO
this
DELGADO,
day
ly offers greeting to the. teachers and
Trinity Sunday, June 7, 1914.
Warrant 10597, Optic Pub. Co., pub
1914. vey showing the location of said boun
A.
D.
4,
May
Monday,
students attending the Normal. Those
Holy Communion, 7:30.
proceedings,
The board cf county commissioners dary line between the old government lishing commissioners
who are Baptists will of course find
Sunday School; 9:45.
$147.48.
fund,.
county
general
and
linos
at
Watrous
state
wBtezmxmnmt:
San
of
the
Miguel,
of
wagon
bridge
county
themselves at home with us. Those
:fff
Holy Communion and sermon, 11.
Warrant 10598, Tranqullino Baca,
ses Altos, which line is agreeable to Baid
met
in
of
New
Mexico,
regular
7:30
who
are
students
other
of
and
members
sermon,
Evening prayer
Chil-dredistrict
attorney's
"The Children's
window,
churches not represented in this city sion at the court house of said coun boards, upon motion the said map is repairing
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
of- office, C. and J. fund, $1.50.
are now using
in
the
filed
ordered
on
and
the
New
Mexico,
Las
in
Vegas,
approved
ty
Ye
and
those
Pure
who
are
members of nonet,
Processional 520, "Rejoice
Gulllermo Ortiz, fees
10599,
Warrant
Foley's
Honey and Tar
same
the
of
of
fice
May
clerk,
May,
being
are cordially invited to attend the ser first Monday
in Heart." (A. H. Messlter.)
fund
and it is toB. Morrison as constable, general county
Compound
said
and
the
the
And
D.
A.
1914,
pro
George
following
4th,
vices of 'this chuch when it is pleasant
Kyrle, chant 157, Old Chant.
same
safe effecthe
$4.03.
costs
account
day
of
t:
an
further submitting
for them to do so. The subject for ceedings were had,
Gloria Tibi, Chant 185, (Paxton.)
and curative medtive
Warrant 10600, Gregorlo Gutierrez,
the
in
said
with
survey
in
connection
Fidel
Chairman;
Ortiz,
Present:
Hymn 219, "Here, O My Lord," (E. the morning sermon is "The
icine thattheirparents
one-haGroceries, Indigent person, indigent
ent Christ" In the evening the pas John H. York, county commissioner; sum of $406.77, which sum is
Dearie.)
foundit. Forallcoughs,
$7.
fund.
tor will give an illustrated lecture Antonio A. Gallegos, county commis- of the entire cost of such survey, upFOR
Sermon.
fees
P.
colds,
Garcia,
croup, whooping
10601,
Warrant
Juan
is
account
approved,
of the on motion said
Anthem, "O Lord my God," (Coul-dry.- "Alcohol and Business" at a union sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk
cough,
is directed to issue his as Justice of peace, general county
meeting of the churches at the First board; Pablo Jaramillo, Interpreter. and the clerk
hoarsenes and tickling
fund, $7.
upon
thereof,
settlement
of
in
warrant
the
of
The
record
proceedings
in throat, use it. It
Hymn 383, "Holy, Holy, Holy," (J. Methodist church.
Warrant 10602, Juan D. Martinez
the last regular session and special the county treasurer in said amount,
B. Dykes.)
r satisfactory regives
fund,
as
county
fees
fund
constable, general
CONTAINS
NO
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH sessions held durinsr the month of payable from the general county
sults.
OPIATES
Presentation, Chant 189, (Anon.)
$15.03.
of 1913.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug April, read approved and signed.
Sursum Corda, Chant 193, (J. Cam- as
fees
Martin
Blea,
Warrant 10603,
Bills Approved:
J. P. Precinct No. 4:
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
las avenue and Tenth street
O. G. SCHAEFER
Idge.)
rendered constable, general county fund, $14.
accounts
The
following
of
Garcia,
The
Miguel
resignation
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Sanctus, Chant 193, (J. Camldge.)
fees
P.
Garcia,
Warrant 10604, Juan
havjustice of the peace of precinct No. against the county of San Miguel,
Benedictus que Venlt, (A. R. M. o'clock.
as justice of the peace, general county
are
examined
approved
New
they
Mexico,
been
San
county,
4,
Miguel
ing
Bible study' and Sunday school ses
CuFttance.
was submitted to the board, and upon for payment, and the clerk is directed fund, $6.75.
Gloria in Excelsis, Old Chant, (An- sion at 9:45 a. m.
Warrant 10605, Martin Delgado, un
or- to issue his several warrants upon the
Society of Christian Endeavor at motion the same was accepted and
on.)
derwear
county jailers, etc., general
theresettlement
dered filed in the office of the clerk. county treasurer in
30 p. m.
$2.50.
fund,
county
named
below,
funds
the
from
Jose
of,
Bridge:
The church extends a most hearty Land San
Warrant 10606, El Independiente
Galle
Roman
A
deed
from
warranty
welcome' to all people. Visitors and
Warrant 10576. R, J. Taupert, treas Pub. Co., letter heads and envelopes,
sojourners in the city especially wel- gos and wife to the board of county
school fund, $9.75.
commissioners of San Miguel county, urer, freight on road, etc., roller, road general
comed.
10607, Geo. E. Morrison,
Warrant
condated the 17th day of April, 1914,
fund, $351,08.
3.
cost survey county line,
A
half
as
E.,
Warrant 10577, Andres Ruiz, fees
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor-- veying land in precinct No. 23, meas
fund, $406.77.
county
$12.62.
general
1913,
P., general county fund,
ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev. uring 10 feet from north to south and
10608,
Warrant
Optic Pub. Co., part
Valencia,
Hilario
10578,
near
the
to
Warrant
40
west,
feet from east
L. Imhof, pastor.
tax list, general
As Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegedelinquent
payment,
bridge at San Jose aud conveyed for fees as constable, general county fund,
Sunday school 9:45 a.
$500.
fund,
county
table Compound Dispelled
the
$3.28.
and preaching 11 a. m road purposes, was presented to
Warrant 10579, Deciderio C. de Ba-- Warrant 10609 , El Independiente
board and upon motion the same was
Backache, Headaches
Christian Endeaor, 7 p. m.
Pub. Co., part payment, delinquent
ofsa, repairing closets, court house, C.
approved and ordered filed in the
and Dizziness.
Evening service, 8 p. m.
tax list, general county fund, $479.
record.
fund,
$12.75.
clerk
the
for
fice
J.
and
H.
of
The church welcomes the public at
Warrant 10609, El Independiente
as
Warrant 10580, M. A. Sahchez,'
Court House Janitor:
Piqua, Ohio." I would be very un- tending the services.
Pub.
Co., part payment deliquent tax
1098,
1907
and
to
failed
if
I
term
E.
the
for
give Lydia
It appearing that
posi sessor, compensation,
grateful
county fund, $21.
s
list,
general
rink ham vegeta
....
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, tion of ; court house Janitor has expir compensation fund, $6.21.
motion
the board adjourned
ble Compound the
Upon
Gallegos,
Roman
10587,
Warrant
ed, upon application and a motion
James E. Richard, pastor.
to the call of the chairman
p r a i s e it deserves,
subject
April,
Villanuieva
is
Manuel
boarding
prisoners,
ap
sheriff,
Hours of service::
duly made,
for I have taken it
thereof.
at different times Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m. pointed coprt house Janitor for the 1914, general county fund, $181.50.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Gallegos,
Roman
10582,
the
with
and it always reWarrant
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
ensuing term, commencing
Chairman.
Attest:
lieved me when
first day of May, A. D. 1914.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
sheriff, fuel for Jail, April 1914, gener;
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
other medicines
$25.
al county fund,
If you are without a church bme Jose Gutierrez Indigent:
failed, and when I
Warrant 10583, M. A. Sanchez, as
An order having heretofore been
hear a woman com- come! We can help you.
A winter's day of snow and elush need have
otflce, general BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUPIf you are looking for church work rendered by the board, allowing the sessor, postage, etc.,
plain I always recv
for the lucky man who owns a G-- E
no
terrors
Gu$4.35.
to
Jose
sum
in
$7
of
fund,
groceries
PLIES
ommend it Last win- come! You can' help ns.
county
v
"Et
Independiente
Electric Flatiron.
ter I was attacked Railroad and National Avenues.
Bids for furnishing six months' suptierrez, an Indigent person, upon mo- ; Warrant 10584,
commissioners
with a severe case of organic weakness.
as
a
is
continued
allowance
tion the
Pub. Co., publishing
plies to the State Penitentiary will be
Your clothes may be literally soaked and
I had backache, pains in my hips and Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism monthly allowance, pending; further proceedings, general county fund, received until 9 o'clock a. m. Monday,
over my kidneys, headache, dizziness,
bagged
entirely out of shape. But there is no
relief
Remember how epry and active you arrangement for the permanent
$124.74.
June 8th, 1914.
lassitude, had no energy, limbs ached were before
need of an expert tailor or presser the Electric
Warrant 10585, Mt States Tel. Co.,
you had rheumatism. of said indigent party.
Supplies consist of groceries, dry
and I was always tired. I was hardly
Flatiron makes pressing so simple.
and
Jail,
court
.
April, goods, meats, leather, coal, etc.
house
able to do my housework. I had taken bockache, swollen, aching Joints and Reports, Receipts, etc.:
telephone,
'
$17.
Jund,
Cometc..
muscles?
county
conditions
E.
The
Want
to feel
Pinkham's Vegetable
1914, general
stiff, painful
A list of supplies, with
following reports, receipts,
Lydia
The G-- E Electric Flatiron gets hot quickly
,
pound on one other occasion, and it had that way again? You canJust take having been submitted to the board,
Warrant 10586, Prospero S. Baca, and blank proposal, will be furnished
stays hot evenly over its entire surface. And
helped me so I took it again and it has Foley Kidney Pills, For
on application to the superintendent.
upon examination thereof the same are salary, janitor, April, 1914, $55.
built me up, until now I feel like a new clear the blood of the they quickly
don't forget that the point of the iron stays just
tax
Warrant 10587, Optic Pub. Co.,
JOHN B. McMANUS, Supt
poisons that approved and ordered filed in the ofwoman. You have my hearty consent
as hot as any other part of it.
$2.65..
fund,
notice, general county
By order of th Board of Penitentiary
to use my name and testimonial in any cause your pain, misery and torment- fice of the clerk,
Pub.
pubCo.,
10588,
Romero.
O.
rheumatism.
G.'
Schaefer
1914.
of
Optic
and
Warrant
Europe
Monthly report
Commissioners, May 12th,
way and I hope it will benefit suffering ing
No waiting for irons t heit at the stove.
women." Mrs. Orpha Turner, 431 S. Red Crose Drug Store. dAv.
county treasurer, for April, 1914.
lishing call for bids, bridge approach- 30-No
changing of irons. No chance of burning
Statement of poll taxes received by es, bridge fund, $3.
Wayne St, Piqua, Ohio.
inyour hand by having the handle cloth slip. Use
Women who are suffering from those
for April, 1914,
Warrant 10589. Pablo Jaramillo,
county treasurer,
For An Impaired Appetite.
Only One Entirely Satisfactory.
a G-- E
Electric Flatiron and be your own tailor.
general
commissioners,
ills
colio
to
J terpreter
and diar $764.10.
1 have tried various
distressing
To improve
the appetite and
peculiar to their sex
should not doubt the ability of Lydia E. rhoea remedies, but the only one that
few
a
Statement, of liquor licenses receiv county fund, $2.
strengthen the digestion try
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to re- has
James Saxton, doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mr.
Warrant 10590,
given me entire satisfaction and ed by county treasurer, for April, 1914
store their health.
S8.
cured me when I was afflicted is
schedule file assessor, etc, general J. IL Seitz, of Detroit, Mich., says:
If you want special advice Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Report of liquor licenses collected by oniint fund, $19.35..
'They restored my appetite when im
write to Lydia 13. Pinkham Med- Diarrhoea Remedy. I recommend It Roman
10591, Agua Pura Co.. wa- paired, relieved mo of a bloated feel
for
sheriff,
Warrant
Gallegos,
April,
icine Co, (confidential) Lynn,
ter. May 1 to 3me 1, general county ing and caused a pleasant and satis
Mass. Your letter will be opened hto my frienda at all times,' writes S. 1914, $300.
read and answered by a womau N. Galloway, Stewart, S. C. For sale Receipt No. 112 to county treasurer fund, $25.
factory movement of the bowels." For
from J. O. Elledee. treasurer. City of
and held in strict confidence
by all dealers;. Adv.
Warrant 10592, Roman Gallegos sale by all dealers. Adv. nt.
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Class Play Will
mission, suspended as head of the
be Given Again
commissary department of the PanThursday evening at the Duncan ama canal zone, Is scheduled to be
theater, "A .Bachelors Romance," the placed on trial in the United States
class play of the class of 1914 of the court here Monday on Indictments
New Mexico Normal University, will charging him with accepting gratiu-tle- s
be produced again for the benefit of
from dealers in supplies at Panthose Las iVegans and others . who ama. The charges against Burke atwere unable to see tne first perform tracted much attention at the time,
ance. Teh play Is an excellent one as it was thought possible they might
and no doubt will be largely attended. lead to the exposure of an extensive
The price of admission will remain system of graft among the officials of
the Bame as was charged for the first the canal zone. The official invest!- performance. Two changes have been 1 gation, however, failed to bring to
made In the cast, but the play will he light anything to support this suppo'
equal to the first performance In ev sition.
Information that csarges of irregery way.
We are showing these stones in the
ularity in Burke's conduct as manager
Omar Barker Writes
of the commissary department were
ctystals as they are found, as well as
a Clever Verse
being Investigated by tne government
cut ready tor mounting.
The following verse was written by was made public last December,, On
S. Omar Barker, a post graduate stu- February 9 Colonel Gnethals suspenddent of the New Mexico Normal Uni- ed Burke from his position on alleged
They range in hardness between the
versity summer school, who was prin- evidence furnished by secret service
Topaz and Sapphire.
cipal of the Tularosa schools last year officers concerning' the bank accounts
and is a .graduate of the Normal:
and property said to be in possession
If I could teach just one
of the commissary manager. It was
Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
Good thought that would meet
said at the time that Burke had $87,-00-0
a bright white stone.
The need of some child heart,
on deposit in his own name in
Whose life's a long hard street;
banks in Colon and in his home city
One word he would remember
of Indianapolis, in adiHtion to properCall and See Them at
To fill his life with cheer,
ty amounting to $50,000 in various
It would be recompense enough, ' parts of the United States and CanCould I but know while here.
ada, Though denying that he had
ever been guilty of any misconduct
Round Dozen Meets
in office, Burke is said to have failed
With Mrs. E. L. Hammond
to satisfactorily explain his possession
The Round Dozen club met Thurs- of so much wealthwhegdven an opday afternoon with Mrs. E. L, Ham- portunity to do so by Colonel Goethals.
mond. The session, was pleasant and
Three merchants In the canal zone
was closed with refreshments. Pres who are alleged to have given Burke
ent were Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer, Mrs. commissions in connection with the
HV T. Holmes, Mrs. C. W. Wesner,
purchase of supplies were indicted with
Mrs. George A. Fleming, Mrs. F. L. him. According to a statement issued
Myers, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. LI V. by the authorities the government has
Criocker and Mrs. E. L. Hammond.!' suffered no loss through Burke's alleged acceptance of commissions.
Wednesday afternoon at her home,
Mrs. John Robblns was the hostess at
Get Rid of Your Rheumatism.
a delightful party. Euchre formed enNow Is the time to get rid ot your
tertainment and five tables were rheumatism You can do It if you applayed. The' afternoon was closed ply Chamberlain's Liniment. W. A.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS
with refreshments.
Lockhard, Homer City, N. Y., writes,
"Last spring I suffered from rheumaTHE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE tism with terrible pains in my arms
Very few women or men seem to care and shoulders. N I got a bottle of
to tango or get dancing exercise un- Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
less they ane assured the freedom application relieved me. By using one Don't Lose Sleep
Coughing at Night. There is only one way to cure deaffrom aching feet that Allen's Foot-Eas- oottle of it I was entirely cured," For
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com- ness,' and that is by constitutional
the antiseptic powder to be s'ale by all dealers. Adv.
It glides down your throat remedies. Deafness is caused by an
pound.
shaken into the shoes, always gives
and Bpreads a healing, soothing coat- inflamed condition of the mucous linrelief. Since the tendency to hold LONDON HOLDS PEACE PAGEANT
ing over the inflamed tickling surface. ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
dancing parties has become almost a
London, June 6. The arrangements That's Immediate relief.. It loosens this tube is inflamed you have a rumdally and hourly necessity in every completed for the pageant and ball to up the tightness in your chest, stops bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
community, the sale of Allen's Foot-Eas- be given in Albert hall next Wednes- stuffy wheezy breathing, eases dis- when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is
so the draggists report, has
day night in celebration of the
tressing, racking, tearing coughs. Chil- the result, and unless the Inflammar
mark. Sold
reached the
peace centenary Indicate dren love It Refuse any substitutes. tion can be taken out and the tube
Everywhere 25c. Trial package FREE, that the affair will be quite the most Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer restored to its normal condition, hearAddress Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. notable of its kind of the
present sea- and Red Cross Drug Store.Adv. ' ' ing will be destroyed forever; nine
T
Y. Adv.
son. The pageant will open with a
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
series of tableaux depicting the diswhich Is nothing but an inflamed conBIG SUMMER SCHOOLS
and settlement of America and
6.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
covery
Santa
The
June
department
Fe,
SPANISH NORMAL MAY will end with a procession represent- of education
We will give One Hundred Dollars
yesterday, reported an ating the Burghers of Ghent and the tendance of 350 at the Normal Univer- for any case of Deafness (caused by
BE ORDERED CLOSED signatories to the treaty of peace be sity summer school at East Las Ve- catarrh) that cannot be cured by
tween the United States and Great gas-, 255 at Silver City and 70 at
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu-lar-s,
Britain. In the procession will be an
free.
AT EL RITO WILL emblematio figure of Canada, followINSTITUTION
B J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
BE TURNED OVER TO SCHOOL
ed by Lady Maud Warrender as "Brit
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Sld by Druggists, 75c.
DISTRICT ,
annia" and the Duchess of Marlbor by local applications, as they cannot
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiough a "Columbia."
reach the diseased portion of the ear. pation. Adv.
Santa Fe, June 6. That the
Normal school at El Rito
thus far fails of its purpose appears
from the official report filed' toaay
by President George J. Martin with
1
Hi!
the department of education. Of the
70 pupils enumerated, Bix are In the
primary, 13 in the first grade, four In
the second, nine in the third, 15 in
the fourth, 14 In the fifth, four in the
sixth, three in the seven and only
-two in the eighth grades,, the institu
tion therefore serving only as a grad
ed village school drawing most of the
children of the neighborhood but not
deserving the title of a normal school.
The reports shows that not even instruction in manual training is given.
The value of the school plant Is
given at $43,250, of wnlch $40,000 is
SKELETON!
HOSE
LONG SILK GLOVES
SILK HOSE
SILK GLOVES
the valuation placed on the building
WAISTS
SUPPORTER
..
(Kayser)
(Everwear)
(Kayser)
which has 5ust beeu rebuilt The
Sizes 4 to 14, for Boys
Black or White
All Colors,
Black and Colors
'
president, George J. Martin, is paid
or Girls. Each
double tips, per pair
Pair
Per
Pair
Per
only $1,500 a year, the assistant presl-denEmma Myers of Denver, $1,200
a year. .The only other employe Is
Encarnaclon Trujillo, janitor, at 25
Saturday Night
Saturday Night
Saturday Night
Saturday Night
'
The object of creating the institution
t7 to
(7 to 9 only)
(7 to 9 only)
only)
(7 to 9 only)
'
;
" '
a few years ago was to train teach"i ,v.:H-'..ers for Spanish-speakinschool districts, but the location of the school
it.
is apparently against, it and In the
next legislature a bill, will be introduced to give the school to the school
district of El Rito, as was done some
years ago with the state orphan asy
lum built at Belen, which now serves
'
as a 'public school building for that
.
PUMPS AND OXFORDS
81x90

A New Mexico Stone

Two Weddings for
First Week; of June
Activity in the marrtage market
ranged about i average this week for
Entered at the postofflce at East the first week In June. There were
4ju Vegas, New Mexico for trans-alMl- o two- - weddings ; and while no anthrough the United States nouncements have been made for the
5
tail aa second class matter.
remainder of the month, society folk
predict more weddings later In June. Tres MouUrde Dansant
The first event, occurred at noon is a Jolly Event
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
last
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Erie
The Tres Moutarde Dansant occur
Dally, by Carrier
when ,Miss Bessie Hogue ot red last night at the Fraternal Broth
Clioate,
.06
I
Tar Copy
J5 Petowskey, Mich., was united in "mar erhood hall and the affair proved one
Gma Week
.65 riage to Mr. W. H. Smith of Toledo, of the Jolllest of the season. The at
Ob Month
O. The ceremony was attended by tendance Included more
'.60
Year
Cm
"stags" than
the immediate friends of the couple, couples, but this did not detract from
Dally, by Mail
An
$6.00 and was performed by Rev). E. C An the enjoyment of tne evening.
One Tear (in advance)
3.00 derson.
Following the wedding Mr. other dance probably will be given by
CU Month! (In advance)
7.00 and Mrs. Smith left for Albuquerque this, organization Friday night
Pres
One Tear (In arrears)
3.76 and later this week passed through ent at the affair last night were Miss
Ci Months (in arrears)
Las Vegas on their way to Toledo, O. Mabel Baldwin, Miss Marie Dunn, Miss
Mrs. Smith is well known to numer Lucy Clement, Miss Louise CunningWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ous Las Vegans. For the past sev- ham, Miss Flo Lamar, Miss Reglna
GROWER
eral months she has been employed Stern- Miss Caroline Greenberger,
12.00
gtee Yet
at the Casit&neda hotel, having had Miss'-- , Helen Cunningham, Mr. Donald
1.00
Ctx Months
charge of the rewg stanl. She is a Hart, Mr. Lee Gerard, 'Mr. "Wallace
charming young lady of a blonde type Watson, Mr. John Rudulph, Mr. C. C.
(Cash In Advance for Mall
and pleasant disposition. Miss Ivy Harris, Mr. Herbert Gehrlng, Mr.
Subscriptions.)
Snyman attended Mrs. Smith at the Ralph Rohrer, Mr." O. Hargrove,
Eemlt by check, draft or money wedding. Mr. Smith wag attended by Mr. Orrln Blood1, Mr. John Har
rder. If aent otherwise we will not Mr. Walter .McNally. night clerk at ris, Mr. Earl Herzog, Mr. Frank
responsible for loss.
the Castaneda hotel.
Ettlnger, Mr. Roy Seellnger, Mr. Cecil
Specimen copies free" on application.
The second matrimonial affair oc- Palce, Mr. Samuel Greenberger and
curred at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday Mr. L. T. Swalow.
Immac-lulat- a
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT morning at the Church of the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Conception, when Miss Nora Layton Announces
,
s
PAID FOR
Trahey became the' bride of Mr. A. a Piano Recital
Rev. Father. Rivera per
L. Sullen.
Professor E. E. Wentworth Layton
formed the ceremony. Following the has announced a piano recital to be
aivertlt
are guaranteed the
wedding Mr. and Mrs. Suller left for given by himself and his pupils and
largest daily and weekly circulation points In California, whea they will a number ot other people at the Nor
stf any newspaper In northern New
be for some time and later return to mal hall on Friday evening, June 19.
Mexico.
this city to reside.
Professor Layton has always pleased
Mrs. Suller Is well known in this the music lovers of this city at recit
TELEPHONES
city, having resided here practically als and no doubt th attendance at
Main 2 her entire life, and is a graduate of the one to be given a fortnight hence
fullness Office
Main 2 the New Mexico Normal University. will fill the big hall. Those who
Kws Department
During the past winter Mrs. Sulier has will assist Professor Layton and his
been employed as a school teacher.
pupilB are Miss Maureen Harper, vio
SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1911.
Mr. Sulier la a popular fireman on lin; Miss1 (Marie Clemenlj, soprano;
the local division of the Santa Fe rail- - Miss Lucy Clement alto; Mlsa Bessie
way and has many friends who wish Cooley, accompanist; Miss Marguerite
A STKIKINO IDEA
him happiness as a benedict
Cluxton, accompanist; Mr. Ian Black
cello, and Mr. Leon Guy, tenor.
'There 'is much to catch the fancy
School
Folk
Summer
L.
ju the suggestion of
,
Surprise Party for t
lracford Prince that the Camino Real Take the City
retain Its identity and its name all The heavy influx of teachers into Elberto Greenberger
Tuesday evening a pleasant surthe way across New Mexico, and that this city for the past week and more
P'0 of discussion prise party occurred when a number
houtes along the line ba numbered I haa been 018
to of the friends of Elberto Greenberger
eweeutlvely from Colorado to Mex-- for the past few days and promises
gathered at hla homo. The evening
ico. We imagine it wm be some umei " a "s iawi wmuui duwoij ou-i- v
Aefore this comes to pass, but it is a in Las Vegas for the next two months, was pleasantly passed at games and
The number of teachers in the city closed by refreshments. Present were
big scheme and one that we believe
to attend the Normal summer school Miss Regina Stern, Miss Violet Hoff
will appeal to the public generally.
The idea is, if you live on the Ca exceeds any former record, due large- man, Miss Juliet Kaufman, Miss Car
mino Real, whether In the middle of ly to the efforts of the .president of oline Greenberger, Miss Alice Regens-berg- ,
Miss Claribel Adler, Miss Helen
Albuquerque or Santa Fe or in the the big state school,, Dr. Frank H. H.
middle of the desert, call It theCa-jnin- Roberts, assisted by the Commercial Danzlger, Miss Ethel Danzlger, Mr.
Real. Don't call it Jose street club. The number of students en Herman Bacharach, Mr. Palo Rosenor Hickville road, but always use the rolled from out of the city are about thal, Mr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.,
.historic, magnificent name which be- 250, while the actual enrollment Is Mr. Max llfeld, Mr.. Theodore RosenMr. Edwin
and
Mr.
Nahm
400u
Joe
wald,
to
on
nearly
oldest
the
the
highway
longs
'
Next Tuesday afternoon at the Rosenthal.
continent and the highway which will
to
be
entertainment
the
first
armory
greater fame than in the
jet attain
will take place Normal Alumni
;
days,,., of the Spanish, conquerors. given these students
the
Hold
Reunion
of
class
when
men's
business
the
staMake it Camino Real on your
domestic
tionery and let everyone know that Y. M. C. A. will play a match volley Last Saturday night in the
Nor-Mexico
visNew
rooms
of
science
of
the
benefit
the
ball
game for the
;you live on the Camino Real the
clos
191?
class
of
school
the
summer
mal
Last
itors.
the
University
year
New
The
Mexico.
JKing's Highway in
mama Is j enough in itself to be a students showed, themselves interest ed its commencement reunion .by hold
splendid advertisement of New Mex- ed in this game and as the business ing a big and highly enjoyable party.
ico's good roads no easterner can men of the Y. M. C. A. are almost The members of the faculty and their
receive a letter from you directed 'professionals they were glad to offer wives were present in addition to the
members of the class.
""Camino Real" without picturing to to entertain the teachers.
A delightful lunch was served on
A" number of other entertainments
Sumself a great royal thoroughfare
the next two tables decorated in cerise and black
JBuch as the Camino Real is rapidly will follow within
months, which will enliven the sum and following this a number of toasts
becoming.
.
.
were given.
mer season In a social way.
most
From all angles it the
highway we have the trunk
of the road system, the main channel Girls Preparing
Girl?
Boy
of business, the great central artery for Camping Trip
one
for
a
be
will
Next
week
busy
of commerce and pleasure, the oldest
Question!
and the greatest highway In the Unit. ttiose young ladies who are to take
offered
at
rates
low
the
ed States. Its name alone is enough advatage of
to make it famous and the Idea Is to Camp Montezuma for the two weeks
liave that name known from coast to period to be devoted exclusively to
eoast. Santa Fe New Mexican.-'girls and women, under the supervision of the Woman's ciub.
0
"
Those who will visit the camp for
A DUMMY ENTRYMAN
'
the report this stay will leave a week from next.
Santa Fe, June
W W. Elliott, the bank
Monday. In order to mak ethe stay a
f Referee
This brinps to many minds an old and
success the Woman's club has anwas
K.
estate
Carrie
Ewinz
of
xupt
family remedy en external apnounced
that 15 girls and young" wom tried
ordered closed today.
plication known aa "Mother's Friend.'
at
Intention
of
the period of expectancy it is
their
must
en
During
vs.
signify
Ih the case of the United States
'
abdominal muscles and is
Is little doubt but applied totothe
There
tending.
et
of
county
Flores
al
soothe the intricate network
Quay
designed
Ortega
will
of
number
Involved.
nerves
In this manner it
over
this
that
United
upon request of Assistant
has such a splendid influence as to justify
States Attorney E. C. Wade subpoe- - decide to go," as Camp Montezuma Its use In all cases of comlnar motherIt has been generally recomnas duces tecum were issued today holds all the attractrons or a moun- hood.
for years and years and those
a mended
for
the
is
and
resort
tain
place
just
land
the
federal
the
of
who
have
used It speak in highest praise
opon
register
Df the Immense relief it affords.
vacation.
.
Particoffice at Tucumcarl and the county
c
ularly do these knowing mothers speak
of the absence
clerk of Quay county to bring certain
of morning sickness,
absence ot strain on the ligaments and
sreeords with them for the trial of the Bright Ides Club
freedom from those many other disWith
Mrs.
Meets
Spiess
15.
case on June
The government
tresses which are usually looked forward
The Bright Idea Bridge club met to with so much concern.
rharf?es that Flores was a dummy en
There Is no question but what
strvmnn for L. II. Matre and two yesterday afternoon with- Mrs. Charles "Mother's Friend" haa
a marked
closto
session
relieve the mind and this of tendency
Itself In
Kdanehters and seeks to' cancel the A. Spiess at 4 delightful
to
addition
the
physical relief haa gives
ed by refreshments. The entire mem- it a very wide popularity
0iOBiestead patent Issued to him.
among women.
Is absolutely safe to use, renders
In the case of the United States ts. bership was ' present The club is theIt skin
pliable, is penetrating In Its
Hal-fe- t'
aature and is composed of those embrothe Farmington Distillery company composed of the following: Mrs.
D.
cations
Mrs.
E.
best
suited to thoroughly lubriItaynolds'
Raynolds,
States
Assistant
United
motion
of
on
Mrs. C. S. Losey, cate the nerves, muscles, tendons and
McWenie,
Mrs.
E
J.
sum
$305
of
the
E.
C.
Wade,
Involved.
iptments
.Attorney
i You- can obtain
-"Mother's Friend" at
Sinh remains from the sale of the Mrs. S. B. Davis, Oi ., Mrs. Herbert
any dm? store.
W. E. Gortner and Mrs. ilmost
Mrs.
court
Clark.
on
; ;
the
Is
was
It
applied
prepnrud
only tT Brartfleld
'.'lory,
liator Co., 401 Lajiar fcldj., Atlanta,Re,
Ca.
Charles A Spiess.
eU of the case.
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TAUPERT'S

)mis

THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND

Moses' Best Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.

GROSS KELLY & CO, Distributors

.

Anglo-America- n

high-wate-

'

Ros-wel-

L

.

Spanish-A-

merican

Jl

AT

33 A.

C H A R A. O H ' S
7 to 9

r

65c

'

75c

$1.50

35c

63c

S1.29

28c

t,

46c

g

Monday's Bargains Below

Elmsdaie Sheets

BowIInfl Greer, Make

town.

At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of
the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
be the best remedy for kidney and
bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
He says, "Any person having kidney
trouble, , backache, or rheumatism
should be very glad to find such a
wonderful remedy!.", O. G. SchAefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
BURKE TO HAVE A HEARING

S3, $3.50 and S4 Men's Union Suits

,

New York. June 6. John Burke,
whom Colonel
George W. Goethals,
chairman of the Panama canal com

Patent, Gun Metal or

No seams and full size, worth
"'
75c.

Kid.

"THE

'

-

Hill

II

$1.50
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CASTANEDA

$1.25

Per Pair

Each

fiPPOSITE

VIcl

n

5)M
taaj

te-

-

STORE

E.LasVegas.

$2.50

per suit.......
per suit
per suit

98c
$1.29

$1.49

per suit.. ....$1.69

OF QUALITY

rr? n
,?S! M ,J
feyi)

$1.75

values,
values,
values,
values,
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HERE SOCIALISM

PERSONALS
J. A. Wilson of Watrous was a busi&
ness visitor here today.
v
was
a busiA. Abraham of Denver
ness visitor hero today.
A. J. Thull of Watrous came in last
eight for a short business visit
R. H. Johnson of Dallas, Tex., was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
J. A. Montoya of Springer came In
last night for a few days' business vi;
sit
C. C. Harris of Santa Fe came In
last night for a short business visit In
this city.
It U Newson of Santa Rosa came
in yesterday evening lor a short busi-

ness visit
Frank Yale of Fort Collins, Colo.,
arrived In Las Vegas last night for
an extended stay.
v
,

George E. Fischer, a commercial
man fromt St Louis, was a business
visitor here today.
H. E. Conboy, a commercial man
from San Francisco, was a business
visitor in this city today.
Fred Lowry of Santa Fe came in
last night and will be a business visitor here for a short time.
Miss E. Snyder of Albuquerque arrived In the city this week and will
remain here for some time.
James Whltmore left this afternoon
for his ranch near AntoDChlco, where
he will be on busmen for a short
time.
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and son, accompanied by Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
left this afternoon fot a short visit in
.

I!emtpr.

Mat. M. M. McVey returned this af-

ternoon from Raton, where she had
teen visiting her daughter for the past
few days.
F. A. Hill, special officer for the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
this afternoon from Raton for a short
business visit here.
o
Chester Hunker and Lorenzo
left yesterday-- rpr El Cuervo In
Mr. Delgado's automobile. They will
be gone for several days.
Miss Jeanette Ward will leave tomorrow for Chicago and "other points
In the east where she will be on a
vaaction for several weeks.
George Clements, Thomas Cleland
and Alfred Davis, all of Koehler, N.
M., came In yesterday afternoon and
will be visitors here for some time.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and son
Waldo, returned last night from Kansas City, Mo., where they have been
visiting relatives for the past few
weeks.
Superintendent F. L. Myers returned
last night from a short business trip
In the northern district of the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company.
Miss Marie Dunn ot Gascon arrived
in the city yesterday evening and will
remain here as a visitor for a short
time. Mies Dunn is the guest of Misses Helen and Louise Cunningham.
Colonel
H. A. Harvey left this
morning for his mountain ranch, tak
ing with him several guests. Colonel
Harvey saya the mountains were nev- r prettier, on account of the heavy
rains of the pring. The mountain
streams are running briskly and trout
fishing is good. The Haryey ranch Is
looking for a large number of visitors
this jjfear, many people having written
from' the east-tha- t
thjey wished reser,
vations.
Del-gad-

,

SUFFRAGETTES REEP
UP ARSON CAMPAIGN
"THEY DESTROY A FINE MANSION
NEAR LONDON AND LEAVE

LITERATURE
London, June 6. The c ampaign of
the arson squad of ttte surfrag--ette- s
was continued today when the
women set fire to and destroyed- a
fine mansion near High Wycombe,
in Buckinghamshire, 'about 30 miles
from London. The masion was filled
with valuable furniture and objects1 of
art The usual suffragette literature
was found about the grounds.
The house adjoined the historic parish church, which 1b believed to have
been the real objective of the women,
who were, however, unable to obtain
admittance.
-

KEMEYS

GETS APPOINTMENT

6. William
June
Washington,
Kemeys of the District of Columbia,
formerly of New Jersey and stenographer to Speaker Clark, has been appointed assistant secretary to the
Philippine commission. He will leave
for Manila July 6.

AMERICAN

HORSE WINS

Manchester, England, June 6. Harry P. Whitney's Harmonicon today
won the Salford Borough handicap of
$4,650 against a field of 14 runners.
Adular was second and Mercutio third.
The distance was six furlongs.

GOT ITS FIRST

Start

r
f

the principles of
have
been carried out successfully. During
the century of Its existence New Harmony has been the home at one time
or another of many men anl women
who have become widely known for
the efforts to better the condition of

Cincinnati .

.

VILAGE OF NEW HARMONY SAW
BEGINNING OF A REFORM
CAMPAIGN
New Harmony, Imd., June 6.

W.

....23

United

West of Wichita, Kan., is not entitled
to damages from Governor George H.
Hodges of Kansas for an alleged assault and battery, a jury today decided after deliberating two minutes.
Mrs. West alleged that while on a
visit to the governor's office on April
8 last the governor struck her during a scuffle over possession of papers in the case of Frank Sullivan, a
convict, to secure whose release Mrs.
West had called at the executive office.
Governor Hodges denied the
charges. In his Instructions to the
jury Judge Dana contended that Mm
West had no right to the papers.

26

.,

.

MRS. WEST LOSES
Pittsburgh
Topeka, Kan., June 6. Mrs. Leulla Chicago

St Louis

21

......22
.

Brooklyn
Philadelphia

22

1...13

........ .18

.......12

Boston

TRUST CO.

PAID IN CAPITAL, $114,220.00

National League
New York

Tfumanlty.

PEOPLES BANK

OF THE CLUBS

STANDING

I

Pet

14
18
18
22
24
20
20
26

.622
.591
.633

.500
.478
'

'

.474

Make This Bank Your Bank.

.474
.316

We Pas 2

.

American League
States senators, governors and other
W. . U
men of national prominence are to
Pet
25
15
.625
Philadelphia
gather in this little town on the Wa26
16 ' .619
bash during, the week beginning toWashington
19
.673
Detroit . ...........26
morrow to take part In a celebration
20
.524
St Louis
v22
of the centennial anniversary of the
19
22
Boston
.463
foundin of New Harmony, which was
the first notable attempt in America
......19 25 .432
Chicago.'
New York ..........17
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to establish a community based on the
27
.341
Cleveland .
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theories of socialism and
The attempt was a failure, though
Federal League
some of the principles of the founders
W.
L.
Pet
FOR MIDDIES
have; been carried out by the members SUMMER CRUISE
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Baltimore
midof the community down to the present
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Annapolis, Md.,
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.641
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shipmen of the naval academy are to Buffalo
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The community was founded origin- sail tomorrow on their summer prac Chicago
;...22
17
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.600
ally by the Harmonists, a sect which tice cruise. The cruise will cover ap- Brooklyn .
SO
23
.466
originated in Wurtemberg about 1780. proximately 11,000 miles and will end St. Louis
17
20
.459
The founders were George and Fred- August 11. Naples will be tho first Indianapolis
18
22
.450
erick Rapp. The members of the sect port of destination. From Naples the Pittsburgh
19
24
,442
held their property In common add, iruisa will extend to England, where Kansas City
considered marriage a civil contract he embryo admirals 'will be given tvo
Western League
In 1805 the Rapps and a number of weeks in which to see the sights of
w- 1
Pet.
their foll6wers emigrated to America, London and other places of Interest
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Sioux City .;.
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and settled first in Butler county,
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moved
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Pennsylvania.
they
25
.681
18
0
this section.' where they purchasel
Chicago, June 6. Several hundred St Joseph
23
.548
comMoines
Des,
J9
founded
and
biennial
convention
a
to
acres of land
the
delegates
. .22
23
,489
munity which they called Harmony. of the National Federation of Wom- Lincoin
'
.463
22
19
Ten years later they sold their land en's Clubs are already in Chicago, and Omaha .
.370
to Robert Owen, and returning to others are arriving on every traint Wichita
,....17 . 29
30
.318
,..,.14
Pennsylvania, settled at Economy, a Fully 5,000 delegates and visitors, rep Topeka
of
the
United
few miles north of Pittsburgh.
resenting every part
New Harmony movement, States, are expected to be here when
The
which attracted world-wid- e
attention, the regular sessions of the convention
dates from the time that Robert Owen begin Tuesday.
YESTERDAY'S RESULT8
acquired control of the community
and 'sought to put iato practice his IN JOHN MCDONALD'S MEMORY
Toronto, Ontario, June 6. On the
theories of socialism. .,J3.wen, a native
anniversary of his death
of North Wales, was one of those un- twenty-thir- d
National League
the
of Sir John McDonald,
memory
men
advance
fortunate
who lived la
At New York
R.H. E.
of his time. His entire life was de- the famous statesman and premier, New York
J .3 10 6
-- voted to various plans for the benefit was honored today by the decoration
1
-- S 11
.
St Louis
and yet he is re- of his .monument in Queen's park.
of his fellow-meand Meyers;
Batteries:
Marquard
Floral offerings sent by conservative
membered, as having been a failure.
Perritt, Robinson and Wlngo.
clubs
throughout Ontario were depos
ot
as
founder
He is known
the
Engmemorial
' '
lish socialism. His views were the re- ited about the base of the
R. fl:E;.
At 'Boston
sult of his own practical and success2 0 3
Cincinnati
NATHAN GOES HOME
ful employment of men In large fac:.- 7 9 0
Boston
San Francisco, June 6. Ernesto Natories, during which he came to realBatteries: Ames and Clark; Perdue
mayor, of Rome, the
ize the desirability of better relations than, former
and Gowdy.
between oapitaland labor. Owen was Italian commissioner, to the Panama-Pacifi-c
exposition, le?t San Francisco
but 19 years old when he became man,
R.H.E.
At Philadelphia .
'
ager of a cotton mill employing BOO today for Chicago, accompanied by his Pittsburgh
3 7 3
T
operatives. Under his direction the suite. He will go to Italy to arrange Philadelphia 13 15 2
mill became noted for the. excellence that country's exhibit, returning to
Batteries: McQuillan, ' O'Toole,
of its work. The first American cot- San Francisco in four or five months
Gibson, Kafora; Mayer nd
ton ever sent to England was used by to attend the dedication of the Italian Killlfer, Alorani CJU
H
'
building,
him.
Mr. Owen married and settled in
R.H.E.
At Brooklyn
'
jNew Lanark, Scotland. Here he be.9 12 4
Chicago
came the possessor of one of the larg- AMUSEMENT PARK PUT
I
5 8 4
Brooklyn
est cotton mills in the country and beBatteries: Vaughn and Archer; Algan to work out his theories in rer
IN SHAPE FOB GAMES len,' Pfeffer and Miller.
gard to labor. He viewed with dismay the social conditions among his
American League ,
TOMORROW
people and began to plan reforms. He A DOUBLEHEADER
R.H.K.
At Detroit
V
built better homes for them, induced
1
DOUBTLESS WILL DRAW
6 6 3
St. Louis
them to become cleanly and to spend
A LARGE CROWD
Detroit!
li 3
their money to advantage. He estabBatteries: Hamilton, James, Baum-gardnlished a store where they could buy
Officials of the baseball comm'.a
and Agnew; Dubuc and Stan-agthe best goods at the lowest possible slon today visited Amusement park,
McKee.
and with the assistance of a number
price, and ha strongly urgel a
R. It E.
Second Game
of men, iput the baseball field, grand St Louis
0 3 3
.
spirit among them.
New Lanark became one of the not- stand and bleachers In readiness for Detroit HL
8 0
3
able places for statesmen and reform- the game tomorrow. The grand stand
Batteries: James and Crossing Main
ers to visit and among the notable Is reported in excellent 6hape. A large and McKee.
persons who went to see Owen's work attendance Is expected at the first
was the future Emperor Nicholas of real opening of 1914 baseball in this
Federal League
" " v' " '
Russia. When Owen began to pro- city.
R.H.E.
At Brooklyn
A telephone announcement from Buffalo .
pose (plans for the establishment of
6 10 2
colonies, the Duke of Wagon Mound today was to the effect Brooklyn .
2 4 4
.lAi
Kent, father of Queen Victoria, was that the Wagon Mound team will ar
Batteries: Krapp and Blair; Seaton,
one of those who became deeply in- rive here shortly after noon tomorrow. Peters and Land.
terested In his projects.
The game between Wagon Mound and
To carry his plans Into effect Owen this city will begin promptly at 2 At Kansas City
R. H. E
himself came over to America. In o'clock.
The official lineup ot the St Louis
2 4 0
.
1824 he purchased the town of Har- Wagon Mound team has nofoeen re- Kansas
1 2
-- 1
City
mony from the Rappites and here he ceived,
Batteries: Groom and Simon; Cul-locom
established the first
The lineup of the Las Vegas Beneand Easterly.
munity of the.New Worldi On January dict club will be as follows: Dr. H. A.
'
12, 1826, a constitution known as "The Miller, c; James, p; Louis Shlpp, p;
R.H.E.
At Pittsburgh
New Harmony Community of Equal Judge D. 3: Leahy, lb; V. Rathburn, Baltimore14 18 1
3 12 6
ity was adopted. ""Om July 4 of the 2b; Jack Stewart sa; B. J. McWenie, Pittsburgh
same year Owen delivered his- famous 3b; Erie Hoke, If; Leslie Witten, cf;
Batteries:
Suggs and' Jacklltsch;
"
aeclaratJoniDjf j mutual independence Charles P. Trumbull, if.
i"
Barger, Leclaire and':Berry.
linagainst ""the trinity 'of! man's oppress
be
who
will
Among the players
ors, 'private property, irrational relig- ed ufc with the East side in the final
'"' "J1'
At Indianapolis
"
ion, and marriage.""""""
5 14
1
game between the East and West Chicago But the men and women attracted sides, which will be played following
12 , 2
IndianapoHs
to New Harmony were enthusiasts the Wagon Mound-La- s
Vegas game,
Batteries: Watson and Wilson;
like Owen himself, persons with en are Ettinger, Fraser, Vogt Hite, Harand Rariden,
tirely impractical ideas and advan- ris, Marshall, Davy, Stewart, Herzog,
tages of every sort. After several Seelinger, Grinslade, White, Conway,
Western League
years of hard work Mr. Owen aban Blood and McNally.
R.1I.E.
At Sioux City
doned all hope of success here. He
i
-The West side will play ita usual Sioux City
-3 ' 8 2
returned to London and spent the re team and is confident of winning this Lincoln
2
0
mainder of his life in writing and final game against the East side agand
Waite;
Crisp
Batteries; Gaapar,
"
working for socialism and
gregation. The admission to both Jordan and Meyer.
tion. He brought about shorter hours games will be 25 cents.
for factory workers and served to tip-R. II. K.
At Topeka
lift the working classes by his conAs has been the case of bo many St
8 1
Joseph
stant and generous labors.
men who have risen to prominence in
Batteries: Clark, Falrcloth and McDespite the failure ot his first plans American public life,' William S. West, Allister; Duffy and Griffith.
the community of New Harmony still the new United States senator from
exists as a monument to Mr. Owen's Georgia, began his career as a school
"
R. H.E
At Denver
4 ' 9 J
philanthropy. Though many of the Uacher.
Omahai
socialistic theories on religion and
8 9 '
Denver
other subjects have, been abandoned
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers
Grove, Stevens an-- ,
Batteries:
by the members of the community, gained 826 new members in April.
Jrossby; Witte, Schretber and Spahl
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Since its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted ita efforts to the upblldlng of
4
A
a safe and conservative tanking institution.
Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence, that Ita effort! are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there to ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service in all lines. Aik the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
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Crystal Creamery Co.
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At Wichita

a

R. H.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 6. Improved export
Wichita inquiry helped bring about an upturn
Batteries: Collier and Haley; Scott, today in wheat Prices, which started
'
Softer and. Jones.
a shade to
cents higher, continued
to harden. The close was easy at a
TODAY'S BASEBALL
shade to M
net higher. .
American League
Scantiness of unsold stocks had a
New York at Chicago.
bullish influence on corn. After opento
cent up, Quotations made
Philadelphia at Detroit
ing
.Boston at Cleveland.
a substantial further 'gain. The close
was steady, Vz,l to 1 above last
Washington at St Louis.

T9

Des Moines

13
7 12

$68.25; cows $4.257.75;

,

National League
Chicago at Brooklyn.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Boston.
St Louis at New York.

-

-

Although oats were easy at first, ow
ing field conditions, the market after
ward rallied.
Provisions held steady with hogs.
Trade, however, was unusually light
The closing quotations were:
Wheat July
Sept 85.
Corn, July
Sept 67.
Oats, July 40 j; Sept 37.
Pork, July $20.45; Sept $20.
Lard, July $10.07; Sept $10.25.
Ribs, July $11.80; Sept $11.40.

'

86;
70;

' Federal
League
Chicago at Indianapolis.
St. Louis at Kansas City.
Baltimore at Pittsburgh,
Buffalo at Brooklyn.

Western League
Lincoln at Sioux City.
St. Joseph at Topeka.
Des Moines at Wichita.
Omaha at Denveu.

,

night

'

heifers

stockers and feeders $67.75;
bulls $5.257.25; calves $610.50.
Sheep, receipts 16,000. Market stea
dy. Lambs $89.50; yearlings $6.25
ewea
7.25; wethers $5.256.25;

$79;

.1
3
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NE WYORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June i. The market
closed strong today. The best show
ing of several days was made In the
last hour. Under the lead of tho
eastern railroad shares, some of which
gained more than a point the whole
list advanced. The upturn was associated with advices received in Wall
Rt7Wpf thnf tha intexratata
pnmmoma
commission was hastening work on the
text of the rate decision and might
have it completed in a few days. London sold here, bjut foreign offerings
were not large, and they were
Trade reviews were more
upuinisuc, particularly news- irum me
sieei ana textile muatry. Eonas
The last sales were:
72 &
Amalgamated Copper
108 .
American Sugar Refg.
98
Atchison
.104
Northern Pacifio
.B.?V.!Vi fti65
Reading . . . . .
93
Southern Pacifio
tnion Pacifio
............155
62
United States Steel
109
United States Steel pf d.
'

easily-absorbe-
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A BEAUTlFULJLa FrancelBlue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner Set given
for coupons. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal But
:ter. The complete'set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.

...
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TO STOUT PEOPLE
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a spec
ially good little regulator that keeps
your system in perfect working order.
No biliousness, no constipation, no dis
tress after eating, no greasy taste. A
stout person who uses them constantly will really feel thinning out and
more comfortable as a result of their
use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
COMFORTING

RIOT AT PRIZE FIGHT
Syrney N. S. W., June 6. Jimmy
Clabby, the Indiana middleweight lost
by an. unpopular decision here tonight

in a

boxing match with. Jeff
Smith,, a Philadelphia fighter, yho
has been appearing in Australia for
several years. So little did the crowd
like the referee's Judgment that the
r- decision brought on a riot Bladder irritations, kidney, roubles,
dull headaches, weariness, pain in
back and sides, all show the kidneys
need to be toned up, strengthened,
their regular action restored. Foley
Kidney Pills will do it surely and
quickly. They give good health, freedom from pain, a return of appetite
and sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Kansas City, June if 6. Hogs, re
ceipts 300. Market steady. Bulk $8.10
8.15; heavy $8.208.30; packers and
butchers $8.158.30; lights $8.05
8.20; pigs $7.507.75.
Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.509; dressed
beef steers $7.408.50; western
steers $7.258.75; southern steers

us-:n- g

:..7i':v7..l
...........
.......

Special Outfit Suggestions On
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We offer some special outfit suggestions on Victrolas. The records
included in these outfits are 10 inch double faced records of your own selection
or if you prefer other records you may select them to the same value from the

'
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Portable

Indigestion and Constipation.
"About five years ago I beira taking Chamberlain's Tablets after suf-- ,
fering from indigestion and constipation for years without finding anything to relieve me. Chamberlain's
Tablets helped me at once and by
them for, several weeks I was
'ured of the complaint," writes Mrs.
'ary E. McMullen, Phelps, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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INTERESTING DAMAGE CASE
Bants Fe, June 6. What Is possibly
tbe most interesting damage case to
be tried thus far la tbe federal court
tor New Mexico went on trial early
tbis afternoon, when Judge Pope called tbe case of David L. Cartwrigbt vs.
the A. T. and S. P. Hallway company.
Cartwrlght asks $30,000 damages for
Injuries received at Raton, and appears In court on crutches and accompanied by wife and infant child.
Tbe railway company has summoned
a large array of witnesses, some 20
In all, including a number of physi
cians who will give expert testimony.
One of tbe exhibits is to be the
model of a human bone as well as X- ray photographs which will demon
etrate the nature of Cartwilght's injuries. Tbe work of empaneling tbe
Jury proceeded swifty but It may take
a week before the case goes to the
n
Jury. Colonel R. E. Twitchell, Cap-taiW. C. Reld and other legal talent appears for the railroad company.

they would give their information to
the federal authorities.
Ercel Ken
nedy was named as a material wit
ness. The two girls came only re
cently from Denver and Insist that
tbis is their first experience on tbe
'
primrose path. Tbe accused woman
was held under $500 bail today by
United State Commissioner M. T.
examinaDunleavy for preliminary
tion on Wednesday forenoon at JO
o'clock.

ter be produced; and generally and ernment and management of the af
without limit as to amount, to buy, fairs of said corporation as they may

sell, exchange, lease, acquire and deal deem proper and not inconsistent with
in lands, mines, and minerals rights the laws of the state of New Mexico.

and claims and la the above specified They may delegate to the officers any
products and to conduct all business power which is deemed advisable for
appurtenant thereto: to erect, pur the interests of the corporation. They
chase, lease, or sell houses and other shall have the power to order the sale
buildings and improvement to be us- or Incumbrance of any or all pf the
ed by Its employes or otners; to es- property of the corporation and to
tablish townsltes, pla and dispose of transact any business which might
same or lots therein: to borrow mon- he done by the express vote and au
ey and issue bonds and to secure the thority of the stockholders of the cor
CITROLAX1
payment of eame by mortgagee or poration.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
CITROLAX!
deeds of trust upon any of its propCITROLAX!
erty rights and franchises: to issue hereunto set our hands and seals this
First get the name down pa- t- its Btock for cash or in payment to 11th day of May. A. D. 1914.
FRANCIS M LYON,
then buy It of your druggist Just the property or service rendered: to own
JOHN A. BAKER,
very best thing for constipation, sick and conduct stores for the purchase
CHAS. P. TRUMBUIX.
Headache, sour stomach, lazy liver, and sale of powder, provisions, tools
The supplies and general merchRndise and State of New Mexico, County of San
sluggish constipated bowels.
Miguel, ss.
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative to deal in eame: to Issue an1 redeem
you ever used. Tastes good like lem orders or coupons payable in mer
On this 11th day of May, A. D
onade.
Acts promptly, without pain chandise: to acquire, use, control and
or nausea. Gives you the most satis- dispose of methods and processes M 1914, before me, personally' appeared
factory flushing you have ever bad. the treatment of ores and the crti ac- Francis M. Lyon, Charles P. TrumO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug tion of precious or baser metals there- bulltand John A. Baker, to me well
from and generally to do any and ell and personally known to be the same
GIRLS LUHED INTO
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
things lawful and necessary or con persons described in and who execut
United States of America,
venient for the promotion cf jts gen- ed the foregoing Articles of Incorporass.
eral business: and to that end and tion of the corporation, the New Men- A DEN OF SHAME State of N?v Mexico,
It is hereby certified, that the an for that purpose, it shall have all iow loo Asbestos Company, and acknowl
nexed is a true and complete transcript ers now or hereafter conferred hj edged to me that they signed and
of Incor,c.adon of law upon bodies corporate and neces executed the same as their free and
HAZEL CLARK AND CLARA JOYCE ct the C vtit'cate
New
Mexico
Asbestos
Company, (No. sary and convenient for the success voluntary act and deed.
IN
TELL SHOCKING STORY
IN" WITNESS WHEREOF,
there- ful carrying out of its objects.
I have
endorsements
the
7903), villi
SANTA FE
hereunto set my hand and notarial
ARTICLE in.
on, hs tair;? appears on file and of
rec-nin the office of the State CorThe time of existence of the cor seal the day and year in this certifi
Santa Fe, June 6. Pitiful Is the
Cons
mission.
poration shall be fifty years next and cate first above written.
etory told today by Hazel Clark and poration
State
My commission expires April 30th,
the
In
after the date of this certificate.
Whereof,
Testimony
Assistant
to
Clara Joyce of Denver
' GEO. A.
1917.
IVi
ARTICLE
State
of
Commission
FLEMING,
the
United States Attorney E. C. Wade, Corporation
Certhe
San
of
corporation
business
has
caused
Mexico
of
New
The
Public,
Miguel
this
Notary
County,
Uniresulting 1st the arrest by Deputy
in the state of New Mexico.
ted States Marshal of Mona Bell, tificate to be signed by its Chairman shall be conducted
to New Mexico and such other states or
Endorsed:
No. 7905. Cor. Rec'd
alias Ruth V. Shipley, on the charge and tho seat of said Commission,
on
the directors or officers VoL 6, Page 270. Certificate of In
Fe
as
of
territories
Santa
affixed
the
be
at
Oily
e
slave
Mann
tbe
of violating
of the corporation may find desirable corporation of New Mexico Asbestos
this 3rd day of June, A. D, 1914.
ry act Hazel Clark, who refuses to
M. S. GROVES,
Filed in office of State
or convenient. The corporation shall Company.
Denver
parents
give the name of her
Chairman.
have power to transact business Corporation Commission of New Mex
also
(SEAL)
for fear of disgracing them, seems
Attest:
beyond the limits of the United ico, June 3, 1914; 9 a. m.
hardly 20 and Is strikingly beautiful.
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
EDWIN p. COARD, Clerk.
States.
connectwell
is
she
declares
that
She
V.
E. F. C. to
ARTICLE
Men
These
Know
All
Compared
Presents,
By
ed and was lured to Santa Fe for Im
of said company
of
stock
citizens
The
That
the
we,
capital
undersigned
diswhen
she
moral purposes; that
res- or corporation shall te one hundred
covered her plight she demanded her the United States of America and
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
New
Btate
of
thousand dollars and shall consist of United
Mexico,
idents
of
the
trunk and clothes to leave the place,
States of America,
the
of
shares
asso
thousand
do
hundred
one
have associated and
hereby
State
but was refused them.
of
New Mexico,
ss:
one dollar each and said
Clara Joyce, an Inmate of the house, ciate ourselves together as a corpor- par value of
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an
and
full
Issued
laws
be
paid
shares shall
made a similar demand and was also ation under the provisions of the
nexed is a full, true and complete
and the amount of cap
refused. They then sought Attorney of the state of New Mexico relating
transcript of the Certificate of Stock
com
will
which it'
E. P. Davles at the first opportunity to corporations and the incorporation ital stock with
holders'
of New Mexico
seventy-fiv- e
to
be
will
mence
end
business
In
eaid
state
of
companies
to secure their' freedom from the
Asbestos Company, (No. 7906), with
dreadful conditions, and he initiated that end and in accordance with said thousand dollars.
the endorsements thereon, rs same
ARTICLE VI.
lecal steDS upon the promise that laws do we hereby matte, sign, ac
appears on file and of record in the
adThe names and postoffice
knowledge and execute this our state
office of the State Corporation Com
the
and
ment and certificate in writing of our dresses of the incorporators
mission.
intention to so become a body cor number of shares subscribed for by
WISHED
In Testimony Whereof, the State
porate and we do therefore certify as each are as follows:
Commission of the State
Corporation
flharles P. Trumbull, East Las
follows,
of New Mexico has caused this Cer
COULD
ARTICLE 1
Vegas, New Mexico, 25,000.
tificate to be signed by its Chairman
John A. Baker, El Porvenlr, New
The corporate name of said corporand the seal of Bald Commission, to
ation shall be New Mexico Asbestos Mexico, 25,000.
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
Francis M. Lyon, Albuquerque, New
'
Company.
this 3rd day of June, A. Dv. 1914.
ARTICLE II.
Mexico, 25.000.
bat finds Better Way.
M. S. GROVES, Chairman.
which
of
The aggregate subscription
The objects for which the corpora
Attest:
thousand dollars.
tion Is organized are as follows: to Is seventy-fiv- e
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
Columbia. Tenn. "Many a time,"
VII.
ARTICLE
or
in
lease
any
acquire
purchase,
by
cays jvirs. jessie onarp, or wis place. other lawful
shall
of
the
real
affairs
corporation
The
manner, lands and
"J wished I would die and be relieved
CERTIFICATE OF NON-L- I ABILITY
estate of all kinds especially those be managed by a board consisting of
Of my (suffering, from womanly troubles.
This Is to certify that the under
I could not get up, without pulling at containing- deposits of asbestos, stone not loss than three or more than
10
ana
signed
in
being all of the original incoreomeining
neip me,
stayed bed
and Charles P. Trummost of the time,
i could not do my fire clay, coal, Iron or other minerals seven directors
who have filed a certificate
porators
M.
Francis
or mineral springs In the state of New bull, John A. Baker and
feousework.
of incorporation of the corporation,
said
of
the
directors
be
the
shall
Mexico
or elsewhere; to cultivate, plat Lyon
The least amount of work tired 'me
the New Mexico Asbestos Company,
out. My head would swim, and I would work, operate, mine or otherwise im corporation for the first three months
thereby associating themselves to
Jremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
time
such
until
and
or develop the same: to buy, of its existence
look Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I prove
into a corporation under and
gether
am not bothered with pains any more, sell, hold, own, prospect for, locate, as their successors may be lawfully
of the provisions of the laws
virtue
by
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact, record, patemit, work and develop and elected and qualified.
of the state of New Mexico for and
J am sound and well of all my troubles."
VTII.
ARTICLE
lands
mineral
equip mining claims,
on behalf of themselves and all other
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and and to operate asbestos, coal, iron,
The principal office of business of
helps to make them strong. It acts with and other mines: to carry on the said corporation shall be located tn stockholders who may become asso
nature not against her. It is for the
Las Vegas, County ciated with them In said corporation
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel business of mining, milling, concen- the city of East
do hereby declare thai there shall be
as if everything were wrong, and need trating, ipreparlng for market, manu of San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
no
stockholders liability on account
something to quiet their nerves and facturing, buying, eelling, exchanging and the person in charge thereof and
of any stock issued by the said corcorstrengthen the worn-o- ut
system.
the
and otherwise producing and dealing upon whom process against
If you are a woman,
shall be poration; and that the stockholders
suffering from any
asbestos, gold, silver, lead, zinc, noration may be served
of the said corporation shall be ex
ti the numerous symptoms of womanly
P. Trumbull.
'
trouble, take Cardui. It will help you. brass, iron, steel and in all kinds of Charles
empt from all liability on account of
IX.
ARTICE
At all druggists.
ores, metals, and minerals, and in tbe
held by them
any
The Board of Directors shall have as stock Issued to and
products thereof, of every kind and
Writt U: Chattanooga Madiclna Co., Ladla
in
accordance
for
and
.provided
make
to
to
Advisory Dept. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Sutiat
time
time,
r
pro power, from
description and toy
Jnttmctinu on your easa and
book, 'Horn
for the gov with the statutes of the state of New
Trnunant lor Woman.' in plain wraoDer. N O. Its cess the same can be or may hereaf such prudential
Mexico under which said corporation
'
is organized.
-

anti-whit-
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SHE

to-wl-t:

DIE
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what-sc-eve-

a

by-la-

CAPITAL

50.00O.S

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Prank Springer,

1100,000.00

M

it

D, T. Hosklns, Cashier
E. 8. Lewis. Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-nt

LAfe VEGAS
i

interest;paid

'

on time deposits

LAS"VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOQSl

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM.
H
O

0. HATDON.

W. KELLY
T. HOSB3N8

Interest PaJd On Deposit

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
M
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nlgkt
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenas
In 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are ss
tch month. Visiting dlally welcome. J. C. Worts,
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fli
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
,

CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT

TOR

vited. Hut
Petten, Secretary,

Flvs ctntt per line tach Insertion.
Estimate si ordinary words to a Hits.
rZ.H faes-$- r
No ad to occupy lets space than two
yt !ar Inconclave
each
month
at Ma- day
linos
All advertisements
charged
onto Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
will bo booked at space actually sot
M.
E. C; Chat. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.Smith,
Cash In advlneo preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regmlar con
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:20 p. m...'.. 7:4B l.
fempltt it 7:10 y. m. p. No. I..
'
A. Brlnegar, H.
P.; F. O. No. 4.. 11:54 p. m... ..11:51 p. st
No. 8..
2:25 a. m..... 2:30 a. m
iilood, Secretary.
No.

OPTIC'S NUMSCR.

MAIN

I. O. O. F. LAS VECAft I
4. Meets every Mondav

FOR SALE

Fifth street.

Arrive
1:10 p.

I....
I..,.

t.

---

I. E. ROSENWALD

years known as Best, Safest, Always

Rellabta

sninRvrtaiiniiisTs fvfryhhere

rj
a

4.3I

.

Be

f.

m

7:86

you use

if

It

iv

V

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do wry

I

way when you
learn how Much

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR Ttclb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

LODGE NO. 641

Wanted

Take no ether.
lrn,-irlAskrnrCIII.CIIEK.TERS
DIAMOND liRANU PII.I.H. !,.--.

.

6:41 a.

EMPRESS
FLOUR

V

O. O. MOOSE

I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
day of the month In the vestry roomi
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially to
vited. haac Appel, President; Charlei
HUSTLING man under CO each local Greenclay, Secretary,
ifcy, Introduce our memberships; $5
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
to $500 monthly. The I. I V. 205
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Covington, Ky.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
WANTED Well furnished house of
each month at 8 p. m. -- C. H. Stewart
four or five rooms; rent not to be
G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Z. W
more than $12. O. B. Davis, Cen Sonsul;
Local Deputy.
Ylsltin
Montague,
tral Hotel.
members are especially welcone and
Invited.
WANTED A female Canary bird. cordially
Phone Main 301.
KNIGHT8
OF pOLUMBUS, COUI
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
$2.00 REWARD
to the first person
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
sending the correct address of E.
Pioneer
building. Visiting members
C. Long, formerly in saloon business
at Las vegas, New Mexico. T. D. are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Ross & Co., 223 Klttredge Bldg., O. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Denver, Colorado.

a

Deyarl

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

FOR

Hrandk
mtllliV.
V
Hut of roar v

m

For YOU!

Meets second ana
Residence, four rooms,
fourth
each
Thursday evening
kitchen, bath, toilet. 902 Columbia,
month at W. O. W. hall. Visttln
Phone Main 299.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
PIANO for rent. . Inquire 417 Eighth. Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.

.auiesi a,k jour irrufrffliit for
1'iIU in Ki d nd tiold
lraB, sealed with llluo Ril.bon.

.

m..... l:3s

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

7....

For Rent

SII PILLS
CHICHESTER
RAM. A
.
EI"k

2:01

uemeiery Trustee.

$18

FOR RENT

1:35 p. m
West Bound

1....

N. u A. T
No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
wenx, Treasurer: C. V. HedmvwV

B. P. o. ELK 8 Meets second
and
Lyon and Healy
fourth Tuesday evening of each
new.
case.
banjo and
Practically
month Elks" home on Ninth street
Cheap. Geo. A. Fleming, Main 40.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Snrine- FOR SALE Gentle pony, $35.00.
S.
er. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Powers.
Secretary.
FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURSprings. For information see Frank
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
LeDuc, Plaza west of Vegas Thea
O. R. C. hall, Douglas avenue, on 'the
ter.
first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
PURE BRED barred Plymouth Rock
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Freebaby chicks, 10c each. Hatching man,
President; Miss Cora Montague,
dates June 8, 15, 23. Mrs. C. N.
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Financier;
Bailey, Lyndon, Kansas.
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR SALE

It..

ai

nn.

J
j. rneuensune.
T71

One Junior Tourist baby

716

huggy.

fTfl&

TAnin, of
their hall on Sixth, street All
visiting No.
oremren cordially Invited to attend No.
T
,.
t

I.

For Sale

y

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
A A

If!
mm

a

STANDARp

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be k

f

9

tained in thi city fro

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
lb.( or Mors, Each Oslvtry
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Esch Dsllvsry
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs, Esch Delivery
60 Ibt., to 209 lb. Each Delivery
Less thsn 68 Iba, Each Delivery

2,000

......
,r8e
......... ...25e
...

M.w..

.

SSc

per 1st !
per 1N lie.
per 1M Iks.

.

4ee
16c

psr 1tt

.........

ptr Its

IM.
lbs,

AGDA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors e Hatarsl les, tte Parti
Lasting Qualities of Wile Have Mads Las Tegas Tame,
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

EE?

.

ANTAds
Are Best
Market Finders

y

F.-C-

Meets first and third Tie
day evenings each month at WeoS
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Don els
W. P. Nicholas Cordova, Secretars

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--

MF&.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
OLLIE SHEARER
State of New Mexico, County o; San Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Miguel, ss.
On this 11th day of May, A. D. 1911,,
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
before me personally appeared Francis
cure, Cniropody.
M. Lyon, Charles p. Trumbull
and
Steam Laundry Building
John Ai Baker, to me well and
Phone Vegas 128 '
known to be the same persons Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
described in and who executed the bae Veeaa.
New Men.
foregoing Certificate of Stockholders
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
of the corporation, the
New Mexico Asbestos Company, and
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building '
acknowledged to me that they signed
and executed the same as their free Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mv 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334
and voluntary act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have here
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
unto set my hand and notarial seal
Dentlat
the day. and year in tLig certificate
Dental work of any description at
first above written.
moderate prices
My commission expires April 30th,
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
1917.
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 418
GEO. A. FLEMING,
(SEAL)
Notary public, San Miguel County.
New Mexico.
MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. VL
Cor. Rec'd.
215 E. Central
Endorsed; No. 7M)fi.
IS Tears Practical Experience.
Vol. 6. Pace 270. Certificate of Stock
W. W BOVPTP
holder'
of New Mexico B A .TONES
Asbestos Company. Filed In office of
HUNKER A HUNKER
State Corporation Commission of New
A. Hunner. Chester A Hint
m.
a.
9
June
leorge
3,
Mexico,
1914,
Attornav-at-CaEDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
.
Las
East
to
Vegas, New Mexico
Compared E.
Non-Llablli-

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THJD BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

ii

JONES-BOWEA-

President
vies President
Tresmrev

OPTIC

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

FRANCIS M. LYON,
JOHN A. BAKER,
CHAS. P. TRUMBULL.
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE

THE PLUNGE

K7

SB

TlflE TO TAKE

a

a?C7

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They haye been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
'

t

-

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for at whole year ond this
is only
la.bor
saving-convenien-

ce

OP

WART

(W(o)
IT

4

11

o&Uj

Mail it or give it to the

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

E3MT

1 (j

ST

Carrier

CJ(Q)lnJ
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Automobile stage line to Mora will

0

ARRET i

SATURDAYS

W

SPRING CHICKENS
'

PEAS
FRESH TOMATOKS

.

;

1

'

-

I

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridi

"Messenger No. 845"

- COLORADO

CAUP. STRAWBERRIES
CALIF. LOGAN BERRIES
CALIF. RED RASPBERRIES

ASPARAGUS
TOMATOES
CUCUMBERS

NEW BEETS
NEW TURNIPS
HEAD LETTUCE
WHITE RADISHES
RED RADISHES

I1IIU

TABLES APPLES

PARSLEY
SOUP BUNCHES
PIE PLANT.
NEW CABBAGE

11 I

!

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

CANTALOUPES

i '1

LIIU'
injj and get the choice 6!
the market,

Viail Bl UUI

at

7:40

Old Taylor .VhiBkey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

BERMUDA ONIONS
GREEN ONIONS

Chocolate, Banana and Vanilla Ice
o morrow. Adv.

cream at Schaefer'st

AR'

For Rent First class piano. G. H.
KinkeL Room 18. Crockett Bldg.
. ,i
Phone Vegas 33. Adv,

ST0E3

Miss E. Snyder of Albuquerque has
entered the employ of the Cellers Dry
Goods store as a clerk.
",

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Roberts

are the proud parents of a baby
born to them this wek.

Get Our Prices on Brass

Beds, Springs or Mattresses
just received several samples in both Brass
andiron Beds. The prices will interest you.
Remember the margin of profit we sell puts us in a class
where we have no competition. There is a vast difference
have
TJE
X

and low priced merchandise. While
the quality in any article we sell is high the price is low.
'We sell the best let others sell the rest.
between

cheap

"- -

Don't Forget Our Upholstering Department

-

Page Sample Furniture to.
507 6th

Phone, Vegas 114

Not "Heavier

St

,

, , Finch's Golden
edlng Rye, aged
In wood. Direct, from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Jose D. Lopez of Las YHf , yester;
day. afternoon, applied at jtlje. .court
house for $2 as bounty Kupon-avwJlcat killed by, aim near.JtIt Springs. ;
Rev. John Milton Jiirphas-askeThe Optic to anno'uiieo that the teach-er- s
and students of, the Normal summer school are .welcome at all the
services of the First Baptist church.
English Lutheran, services will be
held tomorrow afternoon in the Sunday school room of the Presbyterian
church at 2 o'clock. Rev. P. Kretsch-ma- r
of Ofptimo will conduct the
services.

Roller Mills

Gross Kelly & Company have filed
suit to quiet title to 18,763.33 acres In
the Pecos Pueblo grant, lying partly
in San Miguel and partly in Santa Fe
counties. Juan Quintana and numerous others are named as defendants
in the action.
Tourist travel for the past week has
been slow, according to reports from
the garages. The number passing
through the city this week did not exceed 12, though the week previous was
unusually heavy for this class of travel. Road conditions are reported as
the cause of the decline.
A Las Vegas physician said today
that while the
solution of
formaldehyde described in The OpUc
fly-killi-

last 'night as "harmless" is almost

literally so, it would be well to keep
it out of reach of children. Be said
the mixture is poisonous and might
prove disastrous if consumed in any
...
quantity.

Jefferson Reynolds, President 3 '
i
E. D. Reynolds. Vice President
IS. B. Davis. Vice President?
'
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Casbiet.
HaUet Reynolds, Cashier.

r;r;- -

A

In every department of Banking we
axe prepared to give the best

ADVERTISED

the week ending June 6: Miss Su- lema T. Bacon, Rt. Rev. Frederick
Bingham Howden, Don Alacario Jar-amio, Robert H. Morrison, J. H. Mil
ler, .Mrs. Carrie Pierce, Dr. A; El Pot
ter 3, Miss Martha Rodlin 3, Dr. E. F.

Colorado Strawberries 'j
Blackberries, Raspberries,
Logan Berries

Wolff.

All Kinds

ST. PAUL'S NOTESrsr,
There will be evening services to
morrow night at 7:30 o'clock.
The choir will meet tonight in the
church at 7:15 o'clock. Every member is- - tirged to be present promptly,
Two service to be prepare.
GRCCER & BAKER
On Thhursday,. St. Barnabas day,
holy communion at 10:300 o'clock. On
Tuesday- - the weekly rehearsals for
Leo Regensberg, proprietor of the tenors and basses at the rectory will
Mutual theater, has. received 400 new be resumed.
seats which ara to be placed in thi
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
new Mutual theater on Bridge street.
"Faith in Effort" will be the sub
Mr. Regensberg expects to be located
in the new establishment within tha ject of discourse; by: the pastor :.nxv
next six' w
Sunday mornifig.There will, be no
...
.
evening service. All are invited to
the Methodist attend the union temperance service
; TomorroT!Tiiafitjpi
church a imlon fteniperac ' service at the Methodist church.
All members of the Sunday school
will "be held, beginning at 8 o'clock.
are requested to bring- offerings for
Rev. John M. Harris of the First
will deliver a sterjeepticon the foreign missions tomorrow morn-'
lecture, while special music, has been)
'
Endeavor society
The
service.
for
the
arranged
plans to glvo an excellent program on
Cleofcs Gallegos was arrested last Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. "The
night by Chief of Police Ben Coles on Purity Verse" will be the subject for
the charge of distui'Dttig the peace discussion. Miss Margaret Heineman
near his home east of the Santa Fe will lead the meeting. Miss Maureen
railroad tracks,' The complaint was Harper will play a violin solo.
made by hls wife who stated that Gal'COLLEGE CHANCES NAME
legos had come home and broken up
dishes while apparently in a drunken
Dubuque, la., June 6. Coi.auienre-men- t
condition. - He was taken before Jusweek at St Joseph's collet will
tice D. R. Murray this morning and begin tomorrow, when Bishop Garri-ga- n
on the condition that he refrain from
of Sioux City will celebrate mass
similar action in the future, was re- and Bishop Dow Ling of Dea Moines
leased upon the payment of the costs. will preach the baccalaureate Beriuon.
The graduation exercises will be held
In a recent issue of the Santa Fe Tuesday. The commencement will be
Magazine, a notice was published the last that Institution will hold unamong the Las Vegas notes of the der the name of St Joseph s college.
rumored marriage of Mr. Paul Brine-ga- In future the college i3 to be icnown
chief clerk to superintendent F. as Dubuque college. The cullego was
The notice proved incor- founded in 1S50 by Bishop Loras first
L, Myers.
rect or at least Mr. Briiiegar is not bishop of Dubuque. The original
married as yet. A custom is followed building, called St. Bernards semiby the Santa Fe Railway company nary, was opened with 3 atudenUi.
that whenever a chief clerk to a su- The present enrollment is 5.
perintendent is married the corporation always sends him an annual pass
PICKETS AT WORK
for his wife. Today Superintendent F.
June 6. Large crowds
Pittsburgh,
L Myers received a letter from an of strikers surrounded
the entrances
official in Chicago which inclosed an
to
the
Electric and
Westinghouse
annual pass for Mrs. Paul Brlengar.
Manufactories company plants In East
usewill
the
be
pass
Unfortunately
and as each workman enless, at least for the present, though Pittsburgh,
rumors are constant among the local tered the gates he was called upon
Santa Fe employes that the expected by friends in the crowd to join them.
There were some additions to the
may happen at any time.
ranks of the strikers, and other men,
seeing the crowds, returned to their
HARVEY'S 15 OPEN
i
34th season of this famous moan-tai- homes. There was no disorder,
:
.
resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, including passage ARMY IS ROCK THAT i
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las , Vegas,
SHATTERS CABINET
Box "p. Leave orders at Mnrphey's
or Plaza hotel. AdT.

J.H.

of service

YORK

to.':.-.-

'

usrn

Home of tbe Eest of Everything Eatable

Whitman's fJarshmmllow Whip

1913 Model

.

FOR PREPARING

Dallclcus FJarshmallnw Desserts
--

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

Hupmobile

...

$900

1913 Model

Hupmobile
Model Ford

1914

.

30.

1912 Model Buick,

$600

Marlon 40
Vlele 30

-

--

...

L

$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'
'
.. (!
FORMERLY

.

LAS VEGAS

JORD

'

-

"

.'

a

SALES COMPANY

,

-

?P"

n

i

A number of fishermen are planning
VIVIANI, UNABLE TO AGREE WITH
trips into the mountains tomorrow. A
RESIGNS
COLLEAGUES,
large percentage of the. experienced NATIONAL OLD TRAILS
HIS
OFFICE
use
bait
flies
for
will
trquit anglers
as an experiment, though the faithful
ROAD TO BE MASKED Paris,
Viviani, who
worm, will be carried J?or emergencies.
:
to
have
are
yesterday
that
the
from
accepted
theanyoiis
Reports
the premiership and to have virtually
fish are biting good and a number
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DECIDE selected all the members of the new
big catches may be made tomorrow,
TO
WITH
;pcabinet today-.- , informed President
I
ne. Poincare that he was unable to form
CALIFQRNIAN8
Two marriage licenses were issued t
r. a ministry, and declined to make any
yesterday afternoon at the court
After a consultation yesterday after- further efforts to do so.
house. , Vicente TruJUlo and Anas-There was heated discussion when
tacia Vigil, aged respectively 24 and noon with the members of the road
detbe
commissioners
ministers chosen by M. Vivian
the
board,
of
residents
Las
county
both
22 and
Vegas,
were the, first to be accommodated cided to make en appropriation for began informally today to prepare
Na- their declarations of policy-tbe laid
by tbe clerk. The other happy couple the placing of markets on the
waai'Sotero Montoya, aged 20, of Las tional Old Trails road in. this county. before parliament-.- ; Tbe' question
Mantielitas, and Juanita Yarn, aged The markers: will be put In place and whether the new combinations should
Is; of San' IgnaciO. Parents gave con maintained by the Automobile Club unreservedly support the three years
of Southern California; a representa- - military service law or modify it,
sent for Montoya.
ttive of which was here a short time found a horoeless division of onininn
Patrick Joseph Fram, a West side aeo to exnlaln Mia nroDOsition to the! A a a consSeniMmoft nf fh!n illuiieain
merchant, Jja , applied for final nat commissioners. The signs will be of It, yivianl at once proceeded to the
uralization - papers. Mr. Fram is a metal and will be securely anchored palace of the Elyeee and told the
native of Zahle, Syria, and renounces The Btaffs oh which they will rest president he had decided to give up
allegiance to the sultan of Tjirkey. will be painted red. white and blue, his attempt to form a cabinet
His hearing will be beld at the No tbe official colors of the National Old ;It was said Maurice Paleologue,
vember term of the district court. Mr, Trails road." The commissioners also French, ambassador, who arrived here
Fram's witnesses are Ramon Valerio completed yesterday the work of last night, bad informed the president
and Guillermo Garcia. He came to equalizing assessments. Monday morn t was the earnest hope, of the emtbe United States la 1890 and has ing a number of taxpayers nave been peror of Russia that France would
been a resident of Las , Vegas for summoned to an near and .show cause not modify the three ' years' army,
Alejandro Abraham why their assessments should not be service, and that he bad intimated
many years.
'
that any BUch step would tend to
Hindi, also of Zahle, Syria, has filed raised.
with. Deputy County Clerk William
weaken the alliance between France
and Russia.
B. Stapp a certificate of intention to
TOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
become a citizen of the United States.
M, Paleologue is reported as havHe came to thisi country in 1910 and FOR SALE Handsome book case and ing said he would be obliged to re
,
other furniture. Mrs. w. H.
has resided in Las Vegas for over
sign his post at St Petersburg if the
S14 Fifth street
law were changed.
". '
three years. Mr. Hindi Is a peddler.
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This Week's List of Second Hand Cars

J

;

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

At

Real Bargains oJl the Time

,

o

'

US

I

When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.

Fresh Vegetables of

SEE

LETTER LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for for

i

and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

s

i

was-eaid-

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
SlOO.OOO-.'.Surplu-

tUU

June-,.R-Re-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital,

I,

IF YOU VANT AN AUTOMOBILE

NEW HAMMOCKS
s

See-w'ald-

"

.

PROM

FOR

SUMMER

$2,00 UP

J. O. JO HN SEN cs

Douglas Avenue

623-62- 5

SON

TO MID TOBES

r,

but lighter are the tread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack, of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will Boar. - Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack toi
day,

Se Las Vegas

up

boy,

At their regular monthly meeting
last night the members of the E. Romero Hose and Fire company authorized the purchase of a latest model
cutoff nozzle to be added to the fire
fighting equipment.

Than Air"

RECEIVED

.

LOCAL NEWS

BANANAS
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT
CALIF. GRAPEFRUIT
NAVEL ORANGES
MEDIT.' SWEET ORANGES

CAULIFLOWER
SPINACH

1

Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas post
office 8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m,
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
6:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop
417 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 397
- ;
Adv,
,

THIS AFTERNOON

.7

CAPFV BLACKBERRIES

BERRIES

MutueJ Weekly

STRAWBERKIK3

Tues-Jun- e

9,

2

Reliance

TAELH CHERRIES

A

Y

TONIGHT
J
"Fred Becomes a
I Homeseeker" - Apollo t
I

FAT HENS

St

t

be put in service, commencing

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Alichelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need
ed for the auto.
l!.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

c o ml n n

ooo

d-v-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

o.vj.G ono on

mmm
-

laoor

"Saved by Using

PIKE'S PEAK
SELF RISING FLOUR
"

,

"

a

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

